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Abstract

In this thesis, we construct a unified semi-analytic model that includes both galaxy and
quasar formation based on a hierarchical clustering scenario and apply this model to
investigate environment of quasars, i.e. relations between quasars and underlying mass
distribution, and relations between galaxies and quasars.

We assume that a supermassive black hole is fueled by accretion of cold gas and that
it is a source of quasar activity during a major merger of the quasar host galo<y with
another galaxy. Our semi-analytic model for the galaxy formation can reproduce not only
observations of gala>cies in the local universe, such as luminosity functions and the cold gas

mass fraction in spiral galaxies, but also gala><y number counts and redshift distributions
of galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field. We incorporate a quasar formation model in this
gala>cy formation model. Our quasar formation model can reproduce the observed relation
between a supermassive black hole mass and a spheroid luminositS the present black hole
mass function and the quasar luminosity functions at different redshifts. Using this model,
we investigate environmental properties of quasar.

First, we analyze the mean numbers of quasars and galaxies in a dark halo, which
provide the relations among galaxies, quasars and dark halos. We find that the dependence
of the mean numbers of quasars on halo mass is different from the dependence of the mean
numbers of galaxies. The behavior of these quantities in our model suggests that the
clustering properties of galaxies is not the same as those of quasars. This is because the
spatial distributions of galaxies and qua.saxs depend on the mean numbers of quasars and
galaxies in a dark halo, and the mean number depends on the halo mass in a different way
for galaxies and quasaxs. Then, using the mean numbers, we calculate the bias parameters
of quasars and galaxies. We find that the evolution of the bias parameters of quasars is
different from that of galaxies. In our model, both the formation efficiency of galacies and
quasars depends on the cold gas mass fraction and the gala>cy merger rate in a dark halo.
However, the quasar formation efficiency depends on gala>cy merger rate more strongly
and ,furthermore, depends on quasar lifetime.

Next, we show the galaxy number distribution function around quasaxs. At lower
redshifts (0.2 S z S 0.5), most halos with quasars have at most several gala:cies. This
indicates that most quasars reside in groups of galaxies. On the other hand, at higher
redshifts (I S z S 2), the number of galaxies in a dark halo with quasars is from several
to dozens; quasars reside in ranging from small groups of galaxies to clusters of galaxies.
These results show that most quasars at higher redshifts reside in more various environ-
ments than at lower redshifts. In our model, we assume that galaxy major merger triggers
quasar activity. Since galaxy merger rate has a maximum in halos corresponding to groups
of galaxies, - 1013I4o, our model predicts that most quasars populate in groups. This
model prediction at lower redshifts is consistent with the observation at z S 0.4. The
results at higher redshifts can be checked by statistics of galaxies around quasa,rs which
will be obtained in the future.
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Finally, we analyze the spatial cross-correlation between quasars and galaxies. To do
this, we combine our semi-analytic model of our galaxy and quasar formation with cosmo-
logical N-body simulation. Comparison of the quasar-galaxy cross correlation functions
with the galaxy two'point correlation functions shows that quasars populate in a similar
environment to the galaxies with Mn -5log(h) < -19 even in high redshifts.

Comparing these predictions with observations in the future will enable us to constrain
our quasar formation model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose
Understanding the origins and evolutions of galaxies is one of the most important prob.
lems in astrophysics and astronomy. Although observational and theoretical studies on
galaxy formation have progressed remarkably, many problems in galacy formation have
never been completely resolved. In the deep universe, it is known that there exists another
important class of objects, called quosars. It is also important to understand proceses
of quasar formation, but the origins and evolutions of qua.sars have also never been com-
pletely resolved. So far, many studies on quasar formation have been carried out indepen-
dently of gala><y formation problems. However, since observational evidence suggesting
close relations between galaxies and quasars has increased, a unified model which includes
the formations of both gala>cies and quasars is required.

On the other hand, recently, 8m class telescopes, including the SUBARU telescope,
have began their operations for investigation of the deep universe and large surveys of
galaxy and quasar, such as the Slone Digital Sky gntnut (SDSS), are advancing. Thus, we
will be able to obtain more detailed information not only on the local universe but also on
the deep universe. Then, many observational data about galaxies, quasars and relations
between them will be obtained in the near future. In order to predict these properties
and to interpret the observational data coming in the near future, a unified model which
includes the formations of both galaxies and qua.sars based on the cosmological context
is necessary.

In this thesis, we construct a unified model for galaxy and quasar formation based
on the standard cosmological structure formation theory. Then, we investigate properties
of quasars using this model to explore the possibility to constrain qua"sar formation pro.
cesses by c.omparison with observational data that have been obtained until now and will
be obtained in the nea.r future. As explained in detail later, various physical processes a,re

intricately involved in galaxy formation and quasar formation. Therefore, first, we con-

struct galaxy formation model that can reproduce some funda,mental observed properties
in the local universe. Next, we incorporate a, quasar formation model into this gala:<y

formation model and investigate properties of quasars.
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!.2 The hierarchical clustering scenario

A gala.xy consists of stars and gas. The galaxy contains also dark rnatter. Some galaxies
themselves tend to clump together into groups or clusters. Since galaxies are the basic
elements in the universe, we must consider the formation of gala"xies in the framework of a
cosmological structure formation scenario. The modern scenario of cosmological structure
formation is as follows.

First, small amplitude Gaussian density fluctuations, which might be originated from
quantum fluctuations in the very early universe, grows via the gravitational instability.
As the density fluctuations grow, overdense regions break away from the background
cosmological expansion. Then, they collapse and form bound virialized objects. Behavior
of growth of density fluctuations depends,on a cosmological model. In this thesis, we
adopt the cold dark matter (CDM) model as a cosmological model because predictions
of this model can explain a number of current observations of large scale structure of
the universe and this is widely accepted as a standard model of structure formation. In
the CDM model, the amplitude of the density fluctuations decreases with increasing with
scales. Thus, virialized objects which are called dark halos start to form on smaller scales
in the ea,rlier stage. Then, they cluster gravitationally and merge together. Thus, they
are successively incorporated into larger da,rk halos. Therefore, the structure formation
scenario in the CDM universe is called the hierarchical clustering scenario.

Growth of dark halos is due to purely gravitational interactions. On the other hand,
in order to form luminous objects, such as galaxies, baryonic gas processes play essential
roles. The basic scenario of gala:cy formation in the hierarchical clustering universe (e.g.
White & Rees 1978; Blumenthal et al. 1984; Cole 1991; White & F}enk 1991) is as

follows: Before an overdense region forms a bound virialized object, baryonic gas behaves
almost identically to dark matter. Once a dark halo has formed, the gas within the halo
is shock-heated to about its virial temperature and then cools via radiative process. The
gas cooling is very efficient on galactic and sub-galactic scales and, in the absence of
heating source, the gas is expected to lose its pressure support quickly and concentrate
in the center of the dark halo. Then, eventually the cooled gas turns into stars. After
stars form, massive stars with short lifetime explode as supernovae (SNe) and they heat
up surrounding gas. In this process, they release metals into the gas and regulate the
subsequent star formation process. This process is called supernova feedback. As the
stars evolve, stellar populations in gala.:cies are varied and chemical enrichment of stars
and gas advance. These processes affect luminosities and colors of gala>cies. When dark
halos merge together into the new common halo, the halo may have some galaxies. In
this case, these galaxies lose their energy resulting from the dynamical friction and fall
intb the center of the common halo. They may eventually merge and form more massive
galaxy if the time scales of the dynamical friction are short enough.

As explained above, various physical processes are intricately involved in galaxy forma-
tion. The evolution of dark matter distribution is now well understood, and the evolution
of individual stars is also mostly understood once they have formed. However, there
are still very poorly understood processes of gaseous components evolution, such as star
formation and feedback.
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1.3 What is a quasar

Besides the problems of galaxy formation, problems on quasar formation have been also

completely unsolved. The first discovery of quasars was brought by identifying optical
counterparts of radio sources. It was initially believed that quasars were some strange new

kind of stars in the Milky Way because they appeared as stellar-like point sources. Schmidt
(1963) found that quasars r rere not Galactic stars but extragalactic objects because of
their enormous redshifted line features. Estimating their distances using observed redshift
and flux, it was found that luminosity of the quasar is more than about 10a5erg s-l, and is

brighter than 100 or more times luminosity of typical galuries. It is possible to estimate
the size of region emitting the radiation from the changing timescale of the radiation
pattern. It turns out that the energy from the quasar is emitted from a very compact
region, about 1.015cm, corresponding to the size of the solar system. It is impossible to
produce high luminoaity of quasam from such a compact region by nuclear fusion occurred
in stars.

It has been widely accepted that quasars are luminous active galactic nuclei (AGN),
and that they are fueled by accretion of gas onto supermassive black holes (SMBHs) in the
nuclei of host gala:<ies since Lynden-Bell (1969) proposed. Because infalling gas into the
galactic center has non-zero angular momentum, it forms an accretion disk. The viscosity
in the disk causes the gas to lose angular momentum and hence spiral into the SMBH.
The viscosity also heats up the disk, and then this heat energy is radiated away. In order
to maintain the quasar activity, a large amount of gas needs to fall continuously into
the central black hole. The black hole then grows if supply of gas is enough. However,

a quasar will cease to radiate when the gas fueling stops. Most elliptical gala>ries and
massive bulge of spiral gala:cies in nearby universe seem to contain SMBHs. This suggests

that such galacies experienced the quasar phase in a stage with their evolution,
While the understanding of the physical processes in quasars has made remarkable

progress, fundamental problems, that is, how and when quasars were formed and how the
qu*ur formation to thl galaxy formation is related, are still not completely answered.

L.4 Relations between quasars and galaxies

In the recent years, there has been mounting observational evidence that the evolution of
quasars and galaxies are closely related. It is observationally suggested that the evolution
of quasar luminosity density shows a striking similarity to the evolution of the cosmic

sta,r formation rate and the spatial density of starburst galaxies. As well as the cosmic

star formation rate, the redshift distribution of quasars has a maximum at z - 2 (Boyle

& Terlvechi 1998; Flanceschini et al. 1999). This similarity suggests that the mechanism

of producing quasar activity is closely related to star formation processes. Observations

of stellar kinernatics in galactic centers suggest that many nearby galaxies have central
black holes, and that their estimated masses correlate with the properties of spheroidsl of
their host galaxies. The estimated mass of SMBH in a galactic center is in proportion to
the mass of the spheroid. The ratio of A[sf M"pheroid is 0.001 - 0.006 in each galaxy (e'g'

？

・

lTlrroughout this thesis, we refer to bulge or elliptical gala>ry as spheroid.
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Kormendy & Richstone 1995; I\,Iagorrian et al. 1998; It{erritt & Ferrarese 2001b). The
ratio correlates with the velocity dispersion of stars in the spheroid as ly'ss x olo6o6;6, ?? :
3.7 - 4.7 (e.g. Gebhardt et al. 2000; Merritt & Ferrarese 2001a). The connection between

SMBHs and their host spheroids suggests that the formation of SMBHs physically links
to the formation of the spheroids that harbor the SMBHs. N{oreover, the observed images

of quasar host gala>cies show that they are mostly elliptical galaxies or bulge'dominated
galaxies (e.g. Bahcall et al. 1997; Ivlclure et al. 1999). These findings imply that the
formation of quasars, the growth of SMBHs and the evolution of galaxies, especially of
formation of spheroids, are all closely linked. Thus, the quasar formation should be
analyzed together with the galaxy formation.

So far, many studies on quasax formation problems based on the hierarchical clustering
scenario have been carried out with an assumption that the formation of quasa.rs is linked
not to the host galaxies but to the first collapse of dark matter halos with galactic ma.ss,

although these models can explain the decline of the quasar number density at z Z 2 (".9.
Efstathiou & Rees 1988; Haehnelt & R^ees 1993) and properties of luminosity functions of
quasars (e.g. Haiman & Loeb 1998; Haehnelt, Natarajan & Rees 1998; Hosokawa et al.
2001). Since quasars are directly linked to spheroids of host galaxies rather than to dark
matter halos, the approximation of the one-to.one relation between quasar hosts and dark
matter halos would be very crude, especially at low redshift. Therefore, in order to study
the formation of quasars, it is necessary to construct a model related to the formation of
galaxies, especially of spheroids, directly.

le5  Semi‐ analytic models of galaxy formation

As previously mentioned, various physical processes are involved in the formation of galax-
ies. In order to predict properties of galaxies, direct numerical simulations that include
the effects of gravity and the hydrodynamics in the cosmological context have been specif-
ically developed (e.g. Cen & Ostriker 2000; Pearce et al. 2001). However, even with the
best computer facility available today, the calculation accuracy is not still sufficient to
resolve the formation and internal structure of individual gala:cies in the cosmological nu-

merical simulations. F\rrthermore, since some physical processes, like star formation and

supernova feedback, are very poorly understood in details, phenomenological models are

required to include such processes even in the simulations. Recently, a complementary
approach to modeling galaxy formation in the CDNI universe has been developed. This
approach is referred to as semi-analytic models (SAMs) of gala:cy formation.

In the CDM universe, since the mass fraction of baryonic component is small (- l0%
to the total mass), the dynamics of dark matter plays a,n important role in structure
formations. Therefore, in the SA\ds, we divide galaxy formation processes into the fol-
lowing two step. First is virialization and hierarchical merging of dark halos, and second

is evolution of baryonic components within the dark halos. At the first step, the merging
histories of dark halos are realized using a Monte-Carlo algorithm or N-body simulation,
and in the second step the evolution of baryonic components within dark halos is calcu-

lated using simple analytic models for gas cooling, star formation, supernova feedback,

and other mechanisms. Stellar population synthesis models are used to calculate the lu-
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minosities and colors of each galaxy. It is therefore straightfor-ward to understand how
galaxies form and evolve within the context of this model. An important advantage of
SAMs is its flexibility. This allows the efiects of varying assumptions or parameter choices
to be readily investigated, and makes it possible to calculate a wide ."ng" of observable
properties' SAMs succassfully have reproduced a variety of observed features of galaxies
in the local universe such as their luminosity functions, color distribution, and so-on (e.g.
Ka'uffmann, White & Guiderdoni 1993; Cole et al. 1994, Cole et al. 200b; Somerville &
Primack 1999; Nagashima, Gouda & Sugiura 1999; Nagashima et al. 2001, Nagashima et
al.2002).

In these models, it is assumed that cooled gas in the halo forms disk stars. If two
galaxies of comparable mass merge, it is assumed that starbursts occur and form the
spheroid component. Numerical simulations have shown that the merger of galaxies can
make spheroids and well reproduce their internal structure in detail (u.g Brarnes 19gg;
Hernquist 1992, Hernquist 1993; Heyl, Hernquist & Spergel 1gg4). Kaufiirann & Charlot
(1998) have demonstrated that the merger scenario for the forma.tion of elliptical gala:ries
is consistent with the color-magnitude relation and its redshift evolution (see a-iso Na-
gashima & Gouda 2001). Moreover, it has been also shown that the morpholog;r-density
relation for the elliptical galaxies in clusters of gala>ries can be reproduced by ru.h 

" 
*"rg"i

hypothesis (Okamoto & Nagashima 2001a, Okamoto & Nagashima 2001bi Diaferio et al.
2001; Springel et al. 2001). Thus, we consider that this merger hypothesis for the origin
of spheroids is acceptable. On the other hand, hydrodynamical simulations have shown
that a merger of galaxies drives gas onto fall rapidly to the center of the merged system
and to fuel nuclear starburst (Negroponte & White 1983; Mihos & Hernquist 1994, Mihos
& Hernquist 1996; Barnes & Hernquist 1996). This suggests that the gala><y merger is a
trigger for quasar activity. Moreover, observed images of qu*"t hostf show thai many
quasars reside in interacting systems or elliptical gala:<ies (Bahcall et al. 1992; Mclure et
al' 1999). Therefore, it is thought that the majoimerger of gala:cies would be a possible
mechanism for quasar and spheroid formation. Kauffmann & Haehnelt (2000) introduced
a unified model that includes the formation of both gala>ries and quasars within the frame-
work of the SAM (see also Cattaneo 2001). They assumed that SMBHs are formed and
fueled during the major mergers of galocies, and their model quantitatively reproduced
the observed relation between spheroid luminosity and black hole mass in nearbygalaxies,
the strong evolution of the qua.sar population with redshift, and the relation between the
lumjnosities of nearby quasars and those of their host galaxies.

In this thesis, we investigate photometric and .prtiul properties of quasars, using
a SAI\/I incorporated a simple quasar formation model. We assume that SMBHs are
formed and fueled during major galaxy rnergers; the fueling process causes q'uasar activity.
While this assumption is similar to the model of Kauffmann & Haehnejt (2000), our
galaxy formation model and the adopted model of fueling process are different from their
model' We use the model parameter set for galaxy formation that is determined by careful
comparison with observations of galaxies in the local universe and that can reproduce the
observational results of galaxy number counts and redshift distribution of galaxies in the
Hubble Deep Field. F\rrthermore, we investigate other properties of quasLs, to add to
the properties considered by Kauffmann & Haehnelt (20b0).
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1.6 Methodology
While there are many properties of quasars that should be resolved, we focus on the
investigation of the environments of quasars, that is, where do quasars exist? This is
because the environments of quasars provide important clues to the physical processes

of their formation and also yield important information on the relations among the dis-
tributions of quasars, galaxies and underlying dark matter in the universe. Due to their
very high intrinsic luminosities, quasars at a higher redshift are much easier to find than
galaxies at a similar redshift. Therefore, quasaxs can be used as a probe of the large'scale
structure of the universe at high redshift. However, it is not necessarily a trivial problem
whether qua.sars trace the large-scale structure or not. For more than three decades, we

have known that quasars are associated with enhancements in the spatial distributions
of galaxies (Bahcall, Schmidt & Gunn 1969). Studies on the environments of quasars in
the nearby universe (z S 0.4 have shown that quasars reside in environments ranging
from small to moderate groups of gala,:cies rather than in rich clusters (e.g. Bahcall &
Chokshi 1991; Fisher et al. 1996; Mclure & Dunlop 2001). F\rrthermore, since very large
surveys of quasar and galaxy, such as the SDSS, will provide deep imaging of the quasars

and their surroundings, it will be possible to study the relationship between quasars and
their local environments for a very large number of quasars. This line of investigation will
undoubtedly yield important information on the relation between gala>cy environments,
interactions, and qua.sar activity.

In this thesis, we investigate environments of quasars using our SAM to explore the
possibility to constrain quasax formation processes by comparison with observations. Since
various physical processes are intricately involved in gala:cy formation and quasar forma-
tion, we specify a gala:cy formation model that can reproduce observations of galaxies in
the local universe. Then, we incorporate a quasax formation model into this galory for-
mation model and investigate properties of quasaxs. Here, we focus on optical properties
of quasars and attempt to consider the number of quasars in a dark halo, the effective bias
parameter of quasars, the number of galaxies around qua.sars and quasar-galaxy spatial
correlation function as characterizations of environments of quasars. Then we explore the
possibility to constrain quasar formation processes by comparison of the predictions of
our model with observations thai were obtained until now and will be obtained in the
near future.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe our SAM for galaxy
formation. In Chapter 3, we introduce our qua"sar formation model. In Chapter 4, we

present the our model results for the number of quasars per halo, effective bias parameter
of quasars, the number of galaxies around quasars. In Chapter 5, we analyze the clus-

tering galaxies around quasars. To calculate the correlation function, we incorporate our
SAI\4 into N-body simulation. In Chapter 6, we provide a, summary and conclusion. In
appendixes, we briefly review the hierarchal clustering structure formation theory.



Chapter 2

Model of Galaxy Formation

2.L Overview
In the CDM universe, small dark halos form first and then merge together to form larger
dark halos as time passes. In each of the merged dark halos, shock-heating of baryonic gas,

radiative gas cooling, star formation, and supernova feedback occur. The cooled dense gas

and stars constitute galaries. These galaxies sometimes merge together in a common dark
halo and more massive gala:<ies form. In figure 2.L, we present a schematic view of this
galaxy formation scenario in the CDM universe. SAItd involves known physical processes

connected with the process of galaxy formation. Our treatment of each of these processes

is described in following sections. In this subsection, we explain the procedure of how to
make predictions for the observable properties of galaxies at the redshift of interest.

In the first place, we construct merging histories of dark halos ($2.2). The merging
histories depend on the adopted cosmological model. Next, we consider baryonic matter
evolution in each merging path of dark halo in a time step of the merging history as

follows:

(i) When a dark halo is formed, baryonic gas in the halo is shock-heated and cooled via
radiative process. The amount of cooled gas that forms disk is calculated ($2.3.1).

(ii) The mass of stars formed by cooled gas is calculated ($2.3.2).

(iii) The amount of gas reheated by supernova feedback is computed ($2.3.3).

(iv) Chemical enrichment of stars and gas is computed ($2.3.4).

(v) If the halo contains several galaxies, whether the galaxies merge or not is investi-
gated. The merging timescales via the dynamical friction and random collisions are

estimated ($2.4.1).

(vi) If a major merger of galaxies occurs, a starburst is caused and a spheroid is forrned

($2.4.2).

(vii) Spectrophotometric evolutions of stellar population a,re calculated. The effect of
dust extinction on galaxy lrrminosity is also considered (92'5)
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The above procedures are repeated until the redshift of interest. Adopted model param―

eters of cosmobgy and gdaxy formation in this study are described in(§ 2.6).

Our present SAM analysis obtains essentially the same results as the pre宙 ous SAM
analyses(e.g.KaufFmann,White&Guiderdoni 1993;Cole et al.1994,Cole et al.200Q

Somer宙lle&Primack 1999),with minor difFerences in a number pf details,although

our SAヽI can reproduce not only Observations of galaxies in the local universe,such as

lulninosity functions and the cold gas mass fraction in spiral galaxies, but also galaxy

number counts and redshift distributions of galaxies in the Hubble]Deep Field.

2.2  Merger tree

ln the CDM universe, dark matter halos cluster gravitationally and merge together in

a malner that depends on the adopted cosmologicd Parameters and power spectrum of

initial density fluctuations. :rhis merging history of dark halos is often referred to as a

mCηθr trec. In order to construct】 merger trees,it is possible to use collisionless coslnO―

logic」 Ⅳ―body simulations of nonlinea gra宙 tttional clustering directly.The advantage

of this approadh is that tte Ca■ obtain spatial distributions of dark ha10s. lrherefore,it

provide a powerful tool to investigate the clustering of gdaxies. The disadvantage is that

the computational cost is expensive and the much computational tillne is still required.

Thus,it is difncult to explore a lⅣ ide range of rnodels,or ditterent reahzations in the same

models.Moreover,the spatial resolution is still insufncient to follow motions of galaxies in

an individual dttk halo. An alternative approach is Monte Carlo lnethod.In this inethod,

merger trees are realized using an analytical formを ■ism which repr∞entS dark halo mass

function and the distribution of progenitor halo masses.Although it does not pro宙 de

the spatial distribution of dark halos,Inany realizations can be performed at a 10wer cost

and faster compared withハ r_body silnulations. In this sectioni We describe the method

ofヽlonte Carlo realization of lnerger tree based on the andytical formalism called the

“
ιcπαcd P“ ss― Scんecんιcr ttmαιおπ developed by Bower(1991),BOnd et d.(1991)and

Lacey&Cole(1993).The method using Ⅳ_body simulations is introduced in Chapter 5.

Strictly spe2止ing,in order to realize merger trees,one must know the cOnditionaljoint―

probability distribution function of a set of halos mass M2J at time t2 thtt are progenitors

of a halo with mass Arl at time tl(■ら <A4,t2<tl)aS f01lows:

P(4,曜 ,… ち4,… l ι21払 ;ιlン4d昭 …・α珂 … (2.2.1)

However, only the conditional one-point mass distribution function, P(Mr,t2lI,IL,t)d,M2,
is obtained in the extended Press-Schechter formalism described in Appendix C. There-
fore, it is not a trivial problem to realize merger trees. There are several methods to
realize merger trees by l\4onte Carlo modeling based on the extended Press-Schechter for-
malism (e.g. Ka.uffmann & White 1993, Cole et al. 2000, Somerville & Kolatt (1999)).
These methods can reconstruct the mean quantities analytically derived from the ex-
tended Press-Schechter formalisrn. In this thesis, we adopt the method developed by
Somerville & Kolatt (1999) because their algorithm has practical advantages: it is simple
and computationally efficient, and can be quickly perforrned.

10
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Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of a lnerger tree of dark ha,los. Circles show dark

halos. In this flgure,cosnlic tilne elapses from left― hand to right― hand. However,Ⅳ lonte

Carlo realization of lnerger trec is lnade fron■ right― hand to left― hand.

The fo1lowing procedure is based on Somerville&Kolatt(1999)First,we begin with

a halo mass of■ 4 at time tl and consider its progenitors at earlier time ι2=tl~△ι
(ι l)

where△ι(tl)iS a time step.By using equttion(C・ 2.1),we piCk out i42 randOmly.Note

that equation(C.2.1)is a Simple Gaussian distribution,if we change the ttriable to

"≡ (σ3-σ l)/(■2~亀 1)・ ThiS Aろ is interpreted as a mass of a progenitor halo of the

halo with Arl,collapsing at time t2・ If A4 iS less than M、h,where ttsn iS a minimum
mass for an object identined as an isolated halo at a corresponding time,the mass i42

is considered as difFuse acc■ θι
`θ

η ttαSS. We repeat this process until the rest lnass of the

ha,lo becomes less than Afmin. Next, each progenitor halo nOw become a starting halo,

and lⅣe set a new tillle step and repeat the whole process in the same lⅣ ay until a,ll masses

picked out by equation(C・ 2.1)are less than the resolution mass,14ゴ n.

In this thesis,lⅣ e adopt the power spectrun■ for the CDR4 uni、℃rse from Bardeen et

al.(1986)(see Appendix B.2.1)。 We take the resolution matss iイ min COrreSponding to the

circular velocity,1/thc=40 km s~1,and trea,t halos with 14irc<40 km s~l as difFllse

a,ccretion matter.This condition comes iom the estimate of」eans mtts(～ 1010Aら )in
the uLraviolet background radittion ield(e.g.ThOul&ヽ 石ヽeinberg 1996).The eVOlution

of the bttyonic component is fol101ved until the output redshift coincides、 vith the redshift

interva.l of△ z=0.06(1+z),COrresponding to the dynamical time scale of halos which

collapse at redshift z.Note tha,t Shimizu et al.(2002)recently pointed out tha,ta,much

shorter tilnestep is required to correctly reproduce the lntts function given by the Press―

Schechter forma`lism.Howettr,a serious probttm exists only on small mass scales(S

10111%).ThuS,We use the a.bove presc五 ptbn of umestep.

After construction of a,merger tree,a forma,tion time and litttime of each halo is

a.ssigned as fo1lows. If a,da`rk halo has no progenitor ha,10, the formation tilne of the

hat10 is deined by its colla,pse tilne. The end point of the halo's lifetilllle is deined as

12
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the epoch when a halo mass becomes rlore than double of the mass at the formation
time throughout subsequent mergers. Consistent with this definition, the formation time
of newll, formed halo is defined as the epoch when mergers produce a. halo whose mass
exceeds twice the mass of the most massive progenitor.

2.3 Gas and stars

2.3.t Gas cooling
The baryonic gas mass fraction of each dark halo that has no progenitor halo and a
diffuse accretion matter is given by Cl5/Os , where 06 is the baryonic density pa,rameter
constrained b5' primordial nucleosynthesis calculations. At the formation time of a dark
halo, the gas in the halo is shock-heated to the virial temperature of the halo. We refer
to tlris heated gas as the hot gas. The virial temperature of a halo with circular velocity
%i," is:

13
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(2.3.1)

where p is the mean molecular weight of the gas, ?rtp is the proton mass and ks is the
Boltzmann constant. Once the halo has formed, the hot gas in dense region of the halo
cools due to efficient radiative cooling, sinks to the center of the halo and settle into a
rotationally supported disk until the subsequent collapse of dark halo. We call this cooled
gas the cold gas. This cold gas is a direct material for forming stars. Assuming that the
hot gas is in collisional ionization equilibrium, the cooling timescale for the hot gas z"oo;

defined as the ratio of the thermal energy density of the hot gas to the cooling ra,te per
unit volume is

●.3.2)

where pr,ot is the density of the gas at radius r, nu is the number density of free electron,

,ot is the hot gas temperature (we assume Thot : 7ut.) and A(f,.1 , Znor) is the cooling
function for hot gas at temperature fi,ot and with melallicity Z,no1. Once the density
distribution of the hot gas is specified, we can estimate the amount of the gas that has
cooled by time t after the forrnation time of the dark halo. The cooling radius, r"oo1, is

defined as a radius at which the cooling timescale, T"oo1, €eu&ls to the elapsed time from
the formation time of the dark halo, t. The hot gas that distributes between r"oo1(t) and
r"oor(J + Ar) is cooled and added to the cold gas reservoir of the galaxy during time-step
ar.

In our SAX4, assuming a singular isothermal density distribution of the hot gas,

pr,"t(r') 6 r-2, and using the rnetallicity-dependent cooling function by Sutherland &
Dopita (1993), we calculate the a,mount of cold gas which eventualll, falls onto a central
galaxy in the halo. In order to avoid the formation of unphysically large galaxies, the
a,bove cooling plocess is applied only to halos rvitli %i,. <400 km s-1. Tliis ha.nclling would
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be needed because the simple isothermal distribution forms so-called monster galaries d:ue

to the too efficient cooling at the center of halos. While this problem will probably be
solved by adopting another isothermal distribution with a central core (Cole et al. 2000),
we take the above approach for simplicity.

2.3.2 Star formation
The cold gas that accumulates at the center of halo will eventually start to form stars.
We assume that stars are formed from the cold gas a,t a rate of A,I. : Ivl"opf r*, where
]1y'"o1a is the mass of cold gas and r* is the time scale of star formation. We assume that
r* is independent of z, but dependent orr %i.", as follows:

14

ρ.3.3)

The free parameters of r*0 and a* are fixed by matching the observed mass fraction of
cold gas in the neutral form in the disks of spiral galaxies. This scaling laws were first
introduced by Cole et al. (1994). The free parameters of r*0 and a* are determined by
matching the observed cold gas mass fraction in spiral galaxies. It should be noted that
Cole et al. (2000) modified their original form (eq. [2.3.3]) as

毎=イ (靡 )∝
・

簿=イ (癬戸)鉾 1鯛|,

β=(無
)~%“

(2.3.4)

by multiplying a factor proportional to the dynamical timescale in the galactic disk,
161.1. Nagashima et al. (2001) found that, although both models can reproduce the local
luminosity function by adjustment of their free parameters, the latter model predicts
too many high-z galaxies to be consistent with the observed redshift distribution of faint
galaxies. This is because in the latter model more stars are formed at high redshift
according to much a shorter r* as compared with the former model. Other recent SAI\4
analysis on the evolution of damped Lyo systems (Somerville, Primack & Faber 2001)
supports this result. Therefore, we adopt the former model (eq. [2.3.3]) as the star
formation timescale.

2.3.3 Supernova feedback

Stars witli masses larger than lO/'ly's explode as Type II supernovae (SNe), and then, they
heat up the surrounding cold gas and drive it into the halo. The removal of cold gas

from the galaxy a,cts as a feedback process, which regulates the star formation rate. This
SN feedback reheats the cold gas to hot gas at a rate of .44."5"u1 : pA:4*, where B is the
efHciency of reheating. Since gas should be a.ble to escape more easily from galaxies with
smaller gravitational potentials, u'e assume that p depends orr %i,.., as follows:

p.3.5)

The free pa,rameters of I{,o1 a,nd o5o1 are determined by matching the local luminosity
function of galaxies. With these /l/. and /11r"5"u1 thus determined, we obtain the masses
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of hot gas, cold gas, and disk stars as a function of tin:e during the evolution of galaxies
(see $2.3.4).

2.3.4 Gas and chemical evolutions
Stars produce meta,ls and release them into cold gas b)'stellar winds and SNe explosions.
These metals become incorporated into la.ter generations of stars and are also returned
to hot gas in halos b5' SNe feedback. Since metal enrichment of the hot gas decreases the
cooling timescale defined in equation (2.3.2), more gas can cool at later times. I\tletal en-
richment of stellar component affects the color and the luminosity of stellar populations.
We adopt a simple instantaneous recycling approximation (Tinsly 1980). In this approx-
imation, we assume that all stars with masses smaller than 10iy'6 live forever whereas all
stars larger than 101\40 die and eject material instantaneously. The gas and metal ex-
change is schematically shorvn in figure 2.3. The following differential equations describe
the evolution of the mass of cold gas -4y'"o16, hot gas 1'l{,or, and long-lived stars /1y'"6. at
each time step.
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(2.3.9)

(2.3.10)

(2.3.11)

(2.3.12)

o.3.13)

where A,[* : M"o,ta/r* is star formation rate, B is the efficiency of reheating and .B is the
gas mass fraction returned from mass ejection by evolved stars to cold gas. The solutions
of these equations are the following:

に。曰

14。 t

A4tar

=吼u exp卜 けβ-0剖 ,

= M楓+β△■4,
: t\y'"Or.. + (1- R)LA(",

where Mlon, ArIl,", and /ly'$u, are the masses of cold gas, hot gas and long-lived stars
from the previous time step, t is the time since the start of the time step, and A/ly'* :
(M;o.ro - M*ta) l(I - R + 0) is the mass of total formed stars. The differential equations
for the evolution of the metallicity of cold Effi Z"ord and hot gas Zrot at each time step
are:

4dが発。日 =αν(1-add)A4,
A41。tZhot=β(4dd一 Zhd)A4,

where gr is yield and o is defined by 61 - 1 - R. The solutions of these equations a,re given

as follows:
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Figure 2.3: Schematic description of gas and metal recycling in star formation.

where 2!"16 and, Zflo, arethe metallicities of cold gas and hot gas from the previous time
step. The gas fraction returned by evolved stars, R, and )'ields, Aj are chosen for a given
stellar initial mass function (IMF).

2.4 Galaxy merging

2.4.L Dynamical friction and random collisions

When several progenitor halos have merged, the newly formed larger halo should contain
at least two or more galaxies which had originally resided in the individual progenitor
halos. We identify the central galaxy of the most massive progenitor halo as the central
galaxy of the new common halo. Other galaxies are regarded as satellite galaxies. These
satellites lose energy and angular momentum due to the dynamical friction against the
halo and spiral to the center of the halo. The timescale of the dynamical friction is given
b)'

Ъc=ふe呼議皓
: r _, 260 / n" \' 1 Vn \ ( A4.t \-'rr.,.= -f,,,".s"*n. (M*/ (mr#;-,) (,ffi ) "r', (24'1)

where 
"f,r,urg" 

is a dimensionless pa,ra,meter described below, RH and Vq;16 axe the radius
and tlre circular velocit5' of tlie new common halo, respectiyely, lnA": lnfl+(X,IH/A,I*t)2]
is the Coulomb logarithm, /1411 is the mass of the common halo, and /\1"o1 is the rnass of
the satellite galaxy, including its dark matter halo (Binney & Tbemaine 1987). Above
derivation of the merger timescale is based on severa,l assumptions (e.g. tida,l stripping
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of the satellite ha.lo is ignored). Therefore, we introduce the pa,ra,meter 
"fn,".g" arrd adjust

the time scale. Note that, since the halo d1'n6pical timescale is rdyn : RufVir., the
dynamical friction time scale is proportional to tlie halo dynamical timescale, Tfric x
r6r"llfsf (A1"u1lnA"). When the time elapsed a.fter merging of progenitor halos exceeds

r1,;", the satellite galaxy is made to merge with the central galaxy. If the lifetime of the
common halo is shorter than the time r6.i., a new rfttu of new common halo is calculated
and begins the whole process.

In addition, there will be collisions between satellite galaxies as they orbit within
the halo. From a simple mean free path argument, satellites collide with the timescale
Tcoll - If nou where n is the mean density of galaxies, o is the effective cross section
for a single galaxy and u is a typical velocity of galaxy. From high-resolution N-body
simulations, the [rean free time scale of random collision is given by
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(2.4.2)

where l/ is the number of satellite galaxies, rsal is their radius, and o5r1o &od dgd are the
1D velocity dispersions of the common halo and satellite galaxies, respectively (\4akino
& Hut 1997). With a probability of Ltfr.oy, where At is the timestep corresponding to
the redshift interval Lz, a satellite galaxy merges with another randomly picked satellite.
Note that since the collision timescale decreases with number of galaxies in the common
halo, but increases with the common halo velocity dispersion, there will be a peak in the
collision rate for a halo size about the mass of a group, - 1013/14o. This process was first
introduced in a SAI\4 by Somerville & Primack (1999).

2.4.2 Spheroid formation
If two galaxies of comparable mass merge, it is assumed that starbursts occur and form
the spheroidal component in the center of the galaxy. N-body simulations of collisions
between equal mass disk galaxies have shown that a merger hypothesis for the origin of
spheroids can explain their detailed internal structure (e.g. Barnes 1988; Hernquist 1992,

Hernquist 1993; Heyl, Hernquist & Spergel 1994). Consider the case tlia,t two galaxies of
masses m,1 and mz(> ?n1) merge together. If the mass la,tio, f :ntrln',,2, is larger tha,n a
certa,in critical value of /;,urg", ure assume that a starburst occurs' and that all the cold gas

turn into sta,rs and hot gas, which fills the halo, and all of the stars populate the bulge
of a new galaxy. In this case, the merger is called major merger. On the other hand, if
.f ( .fu.,r*", no sta,rburst occurs and a smaller galaxy is simpl5' absorbed into tlie disk of a
larger galaxy. In this case, the merger is called m'inor merger.

When a sta,rburst occurs, stars a,re formed in a very short timescale. Thus, the sta,r-

burst corresponds Io r*ft --+ 0 in equa.tions (2.3.9)-(2.3.11). In this case, the masses a,fter

a starburst are given by

Л4。に = 0, (2.4.鋤
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(2.4.4)

(2.4.5)

A[no, : /t'{"r +

A["tu, : ArI!", +

βM lゝd

l+β ―R'

(lTR)ル41d
1+β ―R

and the total star mass formed at starburst becomes

A41d
△■4.,bu“t= 1+β ―R・

(2.4.6)

We classify galaxies into different morphological types according to the B-band bulge-
to-disk luminosity ratio, Bf D. In this thesis, following Simien & de Vaucouleurs (1986),
galaxies with B/D > L.52, 1.52 > BID > 0.68, and BID < 0.68 are classified as

ellipticals, SOs and spirals, respectively. The parameters of ,f-.reu and /u,rre" are determined
by agreement with the ratio of observed morphological types.

2.5 Luminosity of galaxy

2.5J Stellar population synthesis

Given the star formation rate as a function of time, the absolute luminosity and colors of
individua,l galaxies are calculated using a stellar population synthesis model. This model
provides the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of a stellar population of a single age

and metallicity per unit mass of stars, Q{t,Z). To compute Q1(t, Z),we must choose the
Initial Mass Function (IMF), which indicates the fraction of stars created with a given

mass. The resulting SED of each galaxy, Lx(t), at time t is given by convolving the star
formation rate with single stellar population SEDs:

Lλ
(ι ) (2.5.1)

where Z.(t) is the metallicity of stars forming at time t, and M.(t) is the star formation
rate at that time. In the case of a galaxy which formed by merging, we also sum the
contributions to -L1(t) from progenitor galaxies. We use the population synthesis code

by Kodama & Arimoto (1997). The stellar metallicity grids in the code cover a, range

of Z* :0.0001 - 0.05. The I\{F that we adopt is the power-law IMF of Salpeter form
rvith lower and upper mass limits of 0.1M6 and 60M6, respectively. Since our knowledge

of the lower mass limit is incomplete, there is the possibility that many brown dwarf-like
objects are formed. Therefore, following Cole et al. (1994), we introduce a' parameter

defined as T: (M*o + A[aillA/[t,,,, where /\{u,,, is the total mass of luminous stars with
m, ) 0.LA[s and iy'sp is that of invisible brown dwarfs.

2.5.2 Dust extinction
Since dust grains in the cold gas absorb and scatter light, they can significantly attenuate
the optical luminosity of galaxies. Tlie resultant SED of a ga,laxy is given by l{u"t :

=Iι Φλレー7,a1711広 ∈)dЪ
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frnlLt. Here /u11,1 is the attenuation factor of galactic light, and it depends on the dust
optical depth and the spatial distribution of dust in a galaxy. To a,ccount for extinction
by dust in each galaxy, we adopt a simple model by \Vang & Heckman (1996) in which the
optical depth in B-band, rs, is related to the luminosity BS rp :0.5(LulL.3 x 1010.Lr)0'5.

The optical depths in other bands are calculated by using the galactic extinction curve,
and the dust distribution in disks is assumed to be the slab rnodel considered by Sornerville
& Primack (1999). In the slab rnodel, it is assumed that stars and dust distribution are
the same, and the attenuation factor is given by

.fatt,.\ :
1 - exp(-q)

(2.5.2)

where q is a dust optical depth. In this dust model, while the extinction in B band is

typicallS' As : -2.5lo9(/61,r) - 1 mag at the bright end of the local luminosity function,
our results in the K band are not significantly affected by the details of the dust model.

2.6 Setting parameters of the galaxy formation model
The above procedure is a standard one in the SAM for galaxy formation. Galaxy formation
model parameters are determined by comparison with observations of galaxies in the
local Universe. In this study, we use the galaxy formation model parameters determined
by Nagashiura et al. (2001) from observations of galaxies in the local universe such as

luminosity functions and the cold gas mass fraction in spiral galaxies. The adopted
parameters of this model are tabulated in table 2.1 and 2.2. The model rvith these
parameters can reproduce galaxy number counts and photometric redshift distribution of
galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field.

Before the galaxy formation parameters are determined, we must specify the cosmo-
logica,l parameters; the present density pa,rarneter, f)e, the cosmological constant, )e, the
Hubble constant in units of 100 km s-l l\4pc-1, h, and the present rms density fluctuation
in spheres of 8h-l\4pc radius, o6. The cosmological model that we have chosen is a flat,
low-density CDI\4 model with a cosmological constant (ACDM model). The adopted pa-
rameters are tabulated in table 2.1. The ACDM model with this set of model parameters
is currently favored by quite a range of observational evidence. The location of the first
a,coustic peak in the angular po$rer spectrum of fluctuations in the tempera,ture of the
cosmic microwave background (C[4B) implies that the universe is flat, Oo * )o - 1 (e.9.

de Bernardis et al 2002). The data on the distance-luminosity relation of type Ia SNe
imply that 0.8f)6 - 0.6)0 - -0.2 (Perlmutter et al. 1999). The result frorn the Hubble
Space Telescope Key p1o3""t to measure galaxy distance is /r, - 0.7 (Freedman et aI2001).
The observations of the CI\{B temperature fluctuations on large scale imply that os - 1

(Bennett et al 1996). The adopted baryonic density pa,rameter flu : 0.0I5h.-2 is con-
strained by primordial nucleosynthesis calculations (e.g. Suzuki, Yoshii & Beers 2000).
Note tha.t a recent measurement of the anisotropy of the CI{B b}' the BOOX4ERANG
project suggests a slightly higher va.lue, Or - 0.02h-2 (Netterfield et aL.2002). Cole et al.
(2000) have already investigated the effect of changing f)r, and showed that this ma,inly
affects the value of the invisible stella,r mass fraction pa,ra,meterized by T. \{/e a.}so checked
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Table 2.1: Cosmological \lodel Parameters

ΩO λ0 hos06
0.3  0.7  0.7  1  0.03

whether our results are changed or not in the case of flb - 0.02h-2 and found that this
does not much affect them.

The galaxy formation model parameters are constrained as follows: First, the SN
feedback-related parameters (7r,or, ar,or) are determined by the loca,tion of the knee of the
luminosity function and the faint-end slope, respectively. It should be noted that the mass

fraction T of invisible stars determines the magnitude scale of galaxies, so that changing T
moves the luminosity function horizontalll' *i1nou, changing its overall shape. Therefore,
coupled with I/1,o1, T determines the bright portion of the luminosity function. In figure
2.4 we plot the results of local luminosity functions of galaxies represented by the solid
lines. Note that the resultant luminosity functions hardly change if the SMBH formation
model is included (dashed lines; see the Chapter 3). The symbols with errorbars indicate
observational results from some B-band redshift surveys (API,{, Loveday et al. 1992; 2dF,
Folkes et al. 1999) and from some /{-band redshift surveys (Gardner et al. 1997; 2MASS,
Cole et al. 2001). As can be seen, the results of our model using these parameters are
generally consistent with the observed local luminosity functions.

Next, the star formation-related parameters (r,9, o.) are determined by using the cold
gas rnass fraction in spiral galaxies. The gas fraction depends on both the SN feedback-
related parameters and on the star formation rela,ted ones. The former parameters deter-
mine the gas fraction expelled from galaxies and the latter parameters determine the gas

fraction that is converted into stars. Therefore, before determining the star forma,tion-
related parameters, the SN feedback-related parameters must be determined by matching
the local luminosity function. Figure 2.5 shows the ratio of cold gas mass relative to the
B-band luminosity of spiral galaxies as a function of their luminosity. The thick line shows

the result of the model without SI\4BH formation and the short dashed line shows the
rnodel with S\4BH forrnation. We here assume that 75% of the cold gas in these models
is comprised of h5,drogen, i.e., Ms1 :0.75M.o16. Open squares with error bars indicate
the HI data, taken from Huchtmeier & Richter (1988). Since their data, do not include
the fraction of H2 molecules, the observational result should be regarded as providing a
lower limit of the cold gas mass fraction.

Finally, the merging-related parameters of 
"f,,.,".s" 

and /5u1r are determined by match-
ing the observed morphological type rnix. The gas fraction returned by evolved stars, R,
and yields, Al are chosen for the Salpeter II\4F and determined b)'matching observed met-
allycitl, in galaxies. Comparison of model predictions with the observed galaxy number
counts and photometric redshift distribution of galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field con-

strains star formation model as is mentioned in 52.3.2. Deta.iled analysis and discussions

are described in Nagashima et al. (2001), Nagashima et al. 2002.
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Table 2.2:Galtty Forlnation Ⅳlodel Paralneters

1/hot(km s~1)α idイ (Gyr)α十九errノtultt R ν Υ
280      2.5     1.5    -2    1 0.5   0.25  0.038  1.5
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Figure 2.4: Local luminosity functions in the (a) B-band and (b) .I(-band. The thick
line shows the result of the model without Sh{BH formation. The short dashed line
shows the model with SIMBH formation. The symbols with errorbars in (a) indicate the
observational data from API\tl (Loveday et al. 1992, filled squares) and 2dF (Folkes et al.

1999, open circles). Symbols in (b) indicate the data from Gardner et al. (1997, open

i,nueried triangles), and 2\4ASS (Cole et al. 2001, fi,lled triangles).
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Figure 2.5: Cold gas mass relative to B-band luminosity of spiral galaxies. The thick
line shows the result of the model without SN,{BH formation and the short dashed line
shows the model with SI\4BH formation. The open squares with errorbars indicates the
observational data for atomic hydrogen taken from Huchtmeier & Richter (1988). In the
models, cold gas consists of all species of elements. Thus, we take MHr : 0.75A[.o16,
which conesponds to the fraction of hydrogen. Because the observational data denote
only atomic hydrogen, they should be interpreted as lower limits of the ratio.
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Chapter 3

Model of Quasar Formation

3.1 The growth of black hole

In this chapter, we introduce a quasar formation and evolution model into our SAIM. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, the masses of S\4BHs have tight correlation with the spheroid
masses of their host galaxies (e.g. Kormendy & Richstone 1995; \tlagorrian et al. 1998;
I\4erritt & Ferrarese 2001b) and the hosts of quasars found in the local Universe are giant
elliptical galaxies or galaxies displaying erridence of major mergers of galaxies (e.g. Bahcall
et al. 1997; Mclure et al. 1999). I\doreover, in SAI\4s for galaxy formation, it is assumed
that the major merger of galaxies leads to the formation of a spheroid. Therefore, we
assume that S\4BHs grow by merging, and are fueled by accreted cold gas during major
mergers of galaxies. When host galaxies merge, pre-existing S\4BHs sink to the center of
the new merged galaxS' owing to the dynamical friction, and finally coalesce. The timescale
for this process is unknown, but for the sake of simplicity we assume that SMBHs merge
instantaneously. Gas-dynamical simulations have demonstrated that the major merger of
galaxies can drive substantial gaseous inflows and trigger starburst activity (Negroponte
& White 1983; I\4ihos & Hernquist 1994, Mihos & Hernquist 1996; Barnes & Hernquist
1996). Thus, we assume that during a major merger, some fraction of the cold gas that
is proportional to the total mass of stars newly formed at starburst is accreted onto the
newly formed SIVIBH. Under this assumption, the mass of cold gas accreted on a SIVIBH
is given by

A4∝c =ん H△ユイ*,burst

=んH歳 , G・ 1・ 1)

rvhere .feH is a, constant and A/'\4*,uu.st is the total mass of stars formed at starburst.
A/I1*,uu.,t is derived in $2.4.2. The gas recycling for the model including SIVIBH formation
is schena.tically shown in figure 3.1. The free parameter of .fsH is fixed by matching the
observed relation between a spheroid luminosity and a black hole mass found by \tlagorrian
et al. (1998); rve find that the fa,r'ora,ble value of ,fsH is nearly 0.03. In figure 3.2 we show
scatterplots (open circles) of t,he absolute V-band magnitudes of spheroids versus the
masses of SI4BIls of the model for /ss : 0.03. The thicl< solid line is the observational
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Figure 3.1: Schematic description of gas recycling in burst star formation including black
hole forrnation.

relation and the dashed lines are the 1a scatter in the observations obtained by Magorrian
et al. (1998). The obtained gas fraction ("fsH:0.03) is so small that the inclusion of
S\4BH formation does not change the properties of galaxies in the local Universe. In figure
2.4 and 2.5, the dashed lines show the results of the model witli SMBH formation. This
result differs negligibly from the result of the model without SMBH formation. Therefore,
we use the same galaxy formation pa,rameters tabulated in table 2.2 regardless of including
the S\{BH formation model. Figure 3.3 (a) shows the black hole mass functions in our
rnodel at a series of redshifts. This indicates that the number density of the most massive
black holes increases monotonically with time in the scenario where S\4BHs grow by
the accretion of cold gas and by merging. In figure 3.3 (a), we superpose the present
black hole rnass function obtained by Salucci et al. (1999). They derived this black hole
mass function from the observed radio luminosity function of nearby radio-quiet galaxies
and the empirical correlation between radio luminosities from the nuclei of radio-quiet
galaxies and the mass of their black holes. The present mass function in our model is
consistent with the mass function obtained by Salucci et al. (1999). For a comparison,
we a,lso plot the mass functions of the bulge and disk for all galaxies in figure 3.3 (b) and
(c), respectively. The steep slopes at low masses of the mass functions of black hole and
bulge are mainly due to random collisions between satellite galaxies in this model. For

"fsH S 0.3, varying 
"fnu 

shifts the black hole mass a,lmost linearly. This tendency is shown
in Figure 3.4.

3.2 Evolution of quasar luminosity
Next, we consider the light curve of quasa,rs. In this study, we define a quasa,r as a galaxy
u'ith the SMBH which is powered during the major merger of galaxies in the manner
described in the previous section. \A/e assume that a fixed fraction of the rest mass energ)/
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My - 5log(h)

Figure 3.2: Relation the absolute V-band splieroid magnitude to mass of SI\48H. The
open circles are an absolute U-band magnitude limited sample of spheroids in our model.
The thick solid line is the observational relation obtained by \4agorrian et al. (1998). The
dashed lines indicate the 1o scatter in the observations.

of the accreted gas is radiated in the B-band, and that the B-band luminosity of a quasar
at time t after a major merger as follows:

五B(ι)=ん B(peak)eXP(― ι/あ ife), (3.2.1)

where trr.(z) is the quasar lifetime. We assume that thr.(z) scales with the dynamical
time scale, t6r,o, of the host galaxy, where fdy,, o( rgatf ogat x Rul\ir" o Arl/'; A.,,1 is the
ratio of the dark halo density to the present critical density given in Appendix 8.3. The
peak lurninosity, ,Ls(peak), is given by

trs(peak) : eBMu"cz

25
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where es is the radiative efficiency in the B-band, t11su is the quasar lifetime and c is the
speed of light. The absolute B-band magnitude at the peak /lr's(peak) is given by:

ιlife  '

1.49× 10136B(11`:i3)(三
IP;T)~lLO

晦回=ηttg[B(槻)鵬)卜鶴

(3.2.2)

(3.2.鋤

In order to determine the pa,ra,meter €B and tlie present quasax lifetime, trir"(0), we chose

thern to rnatch the estimated luminosity function in our model rvith the obsen'ed abun-
dance of bright quasa,rs at z : 2. We obtain ee : 0.0048 and trir"(0) : 3.0 x 107yr.

The resulting luminosity functions at four different redshifts are shorvn in figure 3.5. \Ale

superpose the luminosity functions derived frorn the 2dF 10k catalogue (Croorn et a,l.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Black holes mass function of models for /sH : 0.03 as a function of the
epoclr. The solid, short-dashed, and dot-dashed lines indicate the results at z : 0,I,
and 2, respectively. The symbols with errorbars are the present black hole mass function
obtained by Salucci et al. (1999) (b) The bulge a,nd (c) the disk mass functions of model
galaxies as a function of the epoch. The solid, short-dashed, and dot-dashed lines indicate
the results at z :0, 1, and 2, respectivel5r.
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Figure 3.4: The effect on bla,ck hole mass functions of varying /sg. Results are shown
for /sB:0.01 (dotted line), /sH:0.03 (solid line), and "ferr:0.09 (dashed line). The
symbols with errorbars are the present black hole mass function obtained by Salucci et
al. (1999).

2001) for a cosmology with CIo :0.3,10:0.7, and h :0.7, which is analyzed and kindly
provided by T. T. Takeuchi. He used the method of Efstathiou, Ellis & Peterson (1988)
to estimate the luminosity functions. In order to reanalyze the error with greater a,ccu-

racy, they applied bootstrap resampling according to the method of Takeuchi, Yoshikawa
& Ishii (2000). The absolute B-band magnitudes were derived for quasars using the k-
corrections derived by Cristiani & Vio (1990). Our model reproduces reasonably well the
evolution of the observed luminosity functions. Thus, in the next chapter, we use these
model parameters in order to investigate the environments of quasars (table 3.t).

For a compa,rison, we also plot the result of model with e6 : 0.0048 and t1;i"(0) :
3.0 x 108;'r in figure 3.5 (dot-dashed lines). In this case, the abundance of lurninous
quasars decreases. To prolong the quasar lifetime affects the quasar luminosity function
due to the following two factors: a decrease in the peak luminosity, .Ls (eq.[3.2.2]), and
a.n increase in the exponential factor, exp(-l/ty"), in equation (3.2.1). For the majority
of bright quasars, the elapsed time, t, since the major merger is much smaller than the
quasar lifetime fin", tft1r6 K. 1. Therefore, the former factor dominates the latter, and
the number of luminous qua,sars decreases. Thus, a long quasar lifetime results in a very
steep quasar luminosity function. Note that if we change the radiative efficiency, es, the
quasa,r luminosities simply scale by a constant factor in our model. Thus, changing eg

shifts the lurninosit5, fut.litn horizontally.
Kauffmann & Haehnelt (2000) also introduced a unified model which includes the

formation of both galaxies a.nd quasars in the framework of SAX4. In their model, the)r
a,lso assumed that SI\{BHs are formed and fueled during major mergers. While their'
approa,ch is sirnilar to ours, theSr adopled another rnodel of fueling process. They assumed
tha,t the ratio of the a,ccreted nrass to the total available cold gas mass sca,les with halo
circular velocity in tlie same \\ray as the mass of stars formed per unit mass of cooling
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Table 3.1: Quasar \4odel Parameters

"feg eB trir"(0) (107yr)
0.03  0.0048 3.0

gas. Therefore, their resultant model description is slightly different from ours in equation
(3.1.1). Furthermore, their models for star formation and feedback are different from ours,
and they did not consider random collisions. On the other hand, in our model, Iuminous
quasars could reside inside a dark halo in three possible ways: (i) A rnajor merger between
a satellite and the central galaxy in the halo drives cold gas onto a SI\4BH in the bulge
of the central galaxy, causing the quasar to light up. (ii) A random collision between
satellites leads to a merger and a quasar episode if there is a burst of star formation.
(iii) A quasar is still shining when its dark halo merges with a larger halo. The case (iii)
hardly happens because of tlie short lifetime scale of quasar. Both the case (i) and the
case (ii) can occur simultaneously. Thus, it is possible that a dark halo contains several
quasars. On the other hand, since Kauffmann & Haehnelt (2000) did not consider the
random collision, the case (ii) never happens in their model. Thus, in their model, a dark
halo contains only one quasar at most. However, their model also reproduced well the
observed relation between spheroid luminosity and black hole mass in nearby galaxies,
and the evolution of the quasar luminosity functions. Therefore, in order to constrain
our model for quasar formation, we will consider other properties of quasars in the next
chapter.
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Figure 3.5:3-band quasar luminOsity fllnctions a,t(a)z=0.25,(b)z=0.5,(c)z=1.25,

and(d)Z=2.0.The solid lines are thた(0)=3× 107yr an(l the dot―dashed lines are

alた (o)=3× 108yr.The symbols show thc results from the 2dF 10k cata,logue(Cr00m et

al.(2001))rea,nalyzed by Takeuchi for a,cosmology ΩO=0.3,λ。=0.7,andん =0.7.



Chapter 4

Environment of Quasars

4.L Introduction
Because of their very high intrinsic luminosities, quasars can be used as probe of the large-
scale structure in high redshift universe. For more than three decades, we have known
that quasars are associated with enhancements in the spatial distributions of galaxies
(Bahcall, Schmidt & Gunn 1969). However, it is not obvious problem whether quasars

trace underlying dark matter distribution or not. In this chapter, we investigate the en-
vironments of quasars using our model. We consider the halo mass dependence of the
mean number of quasars in a dark halo, tlie effective bias parameter of quasar, and the
probability distribution of the number of galaxies around quasars, as characterizations of
the environments of quasars (Enoki, Nagashima & Gouda 2003). This is because the for-
mer two quantities are the measures of the relationship between quasars and dark matter
distributions, and the latter provides the relationship between galaxies and quasars.

4.2 The halo mass dependence of the mean number
of quasars in a dark halo

In this section, we consider the mean numbers of quasars and galaxies in a dark halo. We

can compute these quantities directly from our model. In figure 4.1, we plot (lfg.r(M)) and
(//qso(n/)), which denote the mean number of galaxies and quasa,rs in a halo with mass,

/\y', respectively, at (a) z:0.5 and (b) z:2.0. We select galaxies with At[a - 5log(h,) <

-19 and quasars with Mn-5log(h) < -21, where AIs is the absolute B-band magnitude.
It should be noted that changing the selection criteria of the magnitude for galaxies and
quasars would a.lter these results, but qualitative features are not altered. As can be seen

in figure 4.1, there are more galaxies and quasa,rs at high z. At liiglier redshift, halos have

more cold gas available to form stars and to fuel Si\4BHs because there has been relatively
Iittle time for sta.r formation to deplete the cold gas at these redshifts. Tlius, the number
of luminous galaxies grows. Furthermore, at higher redsliift, both the timescales of the
d)'namical friction a,nd the random collisions ale shorter beca,use the mass density of a

halo is higher. Therefore, the galaxv merging ra,te increases. Consequently, the number of
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Figure 4.1: Mean numbers of galaxies with Il4p - 5log(h) < -19 (solid lines) and quasars
with AIB -5log(h) < -2L (dot-dashed lines) in adark halo with rrass, At[, at (a) z:0.5
and (b) z :2.0. The horizontal dotted line marks (,n/g"r) : 1 and (.Neso) : 1

quasars also grows. I\4oreover, the decrease in the quasar lifetime, t1;L, with a redshift also
contributes to the increase in the number of quasars because quasars become brighter as a
result of the decrease in t51" (eq. 13.2.21). From figure 4.1, we find that the dependence of
(Nqso(M)) on halo mass, Ilr[, is different from the dependence of (Nr"r(M)). Furthermore,
figure 4.2 shows that the ratio of (.n/qso(M)) to (Ng.r(M)) varies with redshift and halo
mass.

The mean numbers of quasars and galaxies in a dark halo provide the information
of the relations among galaxies, quasars and dark halos. However, these quantities are
not observable because it is very difficult to identify dark halos observationally. Then,
using these quantities, we will calculate the bias parameter in the next section. The bias
parameter is the ratio of galaxy or quasar density fluctuation to dark matter density
fluctuation. Then, this quantity gives the relations the relation among quasar distribu-
tion, galaxy distribution and dark matter distribution. Furthermore, the bias parameter
predicted by models can be compared with the one obtained b5r obsen'ation.

4.3 Quasar bias

The spatial distribution of dark matter need not be the same as tlie spatial distribution of
quasars, galaxies and dark halos. In other words, the distributions of quasars, galaxies and
dark lia.lo may be biased realiza,tions of the underl5'ing dark natter density fluctuation,
dnrr,r. A sirnplified view of bias is tha,t the two density fluctuation are simply proportional
ea,ch other,

に3.1)
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l

log[M / MsuN]

Figure 4.2: Ratio of the mean number of galaxies with Mn - 5 log(h) < -19 to the mean
number of quasars with /'ly'r - 5log(h) < -2I in a dark halo with mass , M, at z : 0.5
(solid line) and z :2.0 (dot-dashed line).

where dq, dc and dg are the density fluctuations of quasars, galaxies and dark halos,
respectively. Here, be, bc and b11 are the linear bias parameters of quasars, galaxies and
dark halos, respectively. In this case, the bias parameter of quasa,r is obtained by
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where €qq is the quasar two-point correlation function of and €onr is the dark matter
correlation function (see B.2.2). Once cosmological parameters are specified, we can
obtain {p1a from a result of N-body simulation or an approximated fitting formula of e.g.

Peacock & Dodds (1996). If bq is calculated by quasar formation model, we ca,n obtain
observable quantity {qq. Therefore, here we calculate the bias parameter using our quasar
formation model.

Generally, the quasar spatial distribution does not necessarily coincide with the galaxy
spatial distribution. Benson et al. (2000) used a combination of cosmological l/-body
simulation and semi-analytic rnodeling of galaxy formation, and showed that the galaxy
spatial distribution is sensitive to the efficiency witli which galaxies form in halos with
different mass. Seljak (2000) also obtained the same conclusion using an analytic model
of galaxy clustering (see also Cooray & Sheth 2002). These results are applica,ble to the
quasar spatia,l distribution. Therefore, our result in tlie previous subsection indicates that
the clustering properties of galaxies are not the same as those of quasars, and that the
bias in the spatial distribution of galaxies relative to that of dark matter is not the same
as the bias in the spatial distribution of qua,sars.

One method for investigating the distributions of galaxies and quasars is to use a
cosmological N-body simulation. Combing SA\4 for galaxy forma.tion and cosmological
N-body sirnulations certainly provides a powerful technique to investigate the galaxy
distribution. Hou'ever, since the number of quasar is a factor 103 - 104 smaller than

bち =齢 ,
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the number of galaxy, it would be impossible to obtain a robust mea,surement of (qq
from l/-body sirnulations. Therefore, we use a simple analytic model to compute the bias
parameter (Baugh et al 1999).

If we assume that the biases are independent of the scale, we ca,n calculate the effective
biases of objects (galaxies or quasars) usingthe rnethod of Baugh et al (1999), as follows:

ber(Z)= I bH(A,I, z)(N (A'[, z)]n(Arl; z)d[[
(4.3 5)

I W$[, z))n(x[; z)dA[ )

where bs(A[,2) is the bias parameter for dark matter halos of mass, A.[, a,t z, (N(M,z)l
denotes the mean number of objects (galaxies or quasars) that satisfy the selection criteria
in a halo of mass, At[, at z, and n(ll[; z) is the dark halo mass function at z. This effective
bias pararneter is the mean of the bias of dark halos weighted b)' the number of objects in
a dark halo and the number density of the dark halo. Note that these effective biases are
valid for large scale ( - u few \4pc) where objects (galaxies or quasars) which contribute
a two-point correlation function populate different halos.

Our SAM adopts the Press-Schechter mass function, which is given by

n(Ar;z)dA, : {7nffi1%}?1",1;m]^o, (4 36)

where ps is the present mean density of the universe, "(M) is the rms linear density
fluctuation on the scale ly' at z:0 and 6"(z) : 6.lD(z). D(z) is the linear growth
factor, normalized to unity at the present day and d" is the linear critical density contrast
at the collapse epoch (see Appendix B.3). Here, we use an approximate formula of d"

for a spatially flat cosmological model (Nakamura & Suto 1997). The bias parameter for
dark matter halos is given by Jing (1998),

bn(M,r) :h + + 149- 'l \ lo4(rt'r) 1 
(0 06-0 02n"n)

r o.r*ffi-ti]1ffi.'l ' (437)

where n"s is the effective spectral index of the po\lrer spectrum, dlnP(k)/dlnk, at the
wavenumber defined b)'the Lagrangian radius of the dark matter halo, k:2rlrr and

rp: (3Mf 4npo)t/'(see Appendix C.3). Figure 4.3 shows the evolution of effective bias for
galaxieswithtl4p-5log(h) < -lgandquasarswith Atn-blog(h) <-2L. Ascanbeseen
in figure 4.3, quasars are higher biased tracers than galaxies. Furthermoie, the evolution
of quasar bias is different from that of galaxy bias. This is because that the dependence

of (Nqso(/l/,2)) on the halo mass and the redshift is different from the dependence of
(Neur(ll[,z)). The mean number of objects in a dark halo, (N(/l,l,z)), is the increasing
function with 114. On the other hand, the ma,ss function of dark ha.los, n(A.[;z), is the
decreasing function with JIl (see figure C.i). Therefore, (.lf (/\4, z))n(ArI;z) has rnaximum
at sorne ha,lo mass, /14,,. Equation (4.3.5) indicates that the main contribution for b"6(z)

comes from tlie halo with mass /l/0. In our model, At[rfor quasars is a,bout 10r3/]y'o and 11y'0

for galaxies is about L012 A[o. Thus, the bias parameters for quasars a,re la,rger than those

for galaxies because the bias para,meter for halos, bs(A[,2), is the increasing function rvith
halo mass.
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Figure 4.3: Effective bias parameter of galaxies with Ms - 5log(h) < -19 (squares with
solid line) and quasars with Ms - 5log(h) < -2L (triangles rvith dot-dashed line) at
z :0.25, z :0.5, z : 1.25, and z :2.0.

4.4 The probability distribution of the number of
galaxies around quasars

Next, we formulate the conditional probability that a halo with Nqso quasars has AIg"r

galaxies. This provides the relationship between galaxies and quasars. The number
density of the halos which contains ffsar Balaxies and //qso qua,sars at z is obtained from
the following expression:
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where N(l/"a,Nqsol/\r'; z)dN"sd,Nq56 dcnotes the number of halos with mass /ly' which
conta,ins Alu.t - Nca + dNr.1 galaxies and Nqso - Nqso * dNqso quasars at z and n(llrl; z)
is the dark halo mass function at z. The number density of the halos which contain l/qso
quasa,rs a,t z is obtained from:

πttso;→ =/Ⅳ

`ArQsOIA4→

ЦA4のαAイ
, に4.2)

wlrere N(.Nqso l1ltI, z)dNqso denotes the number of the halos with mass .1ly' which contain
Alqso - Nqso + dl/qso quasa,rs a,t z. From equations (4.4.1) a,nd (4.4.2), the conditional
proba.bility tliat the halo 'n'ith //qso quasa,rs has AIg^t - Argul + dffga ga,laxies at z is given
by

Pl馬JI焔so;ad穐J=鴇
器 罐 絆 が

生αttd・ (4.4.助

As can be seen in the above formulation, given N(lf.a,Nqsol/l1;z) and N(1/qsol/14;z)
from the quasar formation rnodel, one ca,n calculate the probability distribution for the
number of galaxies a,round quasars. Figure 4.4 shows these galax)' nunber distribution

(4.4.1)
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functions around quasa,rs estimated by our model. The results a,re sho*'n for quasars

brighter than lly's - Slog(ft,) : -22 a.nd for galaxies brighter tha.n AIs - 5log(h) : -19.
Note that at z -- 0.25 and z : 0.5 P(AtdlNaso : 2) : 0 and P(AlgdlNaso : 3) : 0 for
all Ngur (Fig. a. (a,) and (b)) and that at z : L25 p(Ne.rlAlaso : 3) : 0 for all AIr"r (FiS.
a.+@)). At lower redshift, a halo has at most one quasar. Figures a.a$.) and (b) show
that the halo which has one quasax contains several galaxies by high probabilit5'. These
results indicate that most quasars tend to reside in groups of galaxies at 0.2 S z S 0.5,
which consistent u,ith the observation at z S 0.4 (e.g. Bahcall & Chokshi 1991; Fisher et
al. 1996; \4clure & Dunlop 2001). On the other hand, at higher redshift, the nurnbers of
galaxies in the halo with one or two quasars is from several to dozens (Fig  .a(c) and (d)).
These results indicate that quasars locate over a range from small groups of galaxies to
clusters of galaxies although most quasars locate in groups. Thus, at 1 S z S 2 quasa,rs

seem to reside in more varied environments than at lower redshift. The results at higher
redshift ma)r be tested by statistics of galaxies around quasars which will be obtained in
the future. In our model, \rye assume that quasar activity is triggered by galaxy major
merger. From equation (2.4.I), the dynamical friction timescale is expressed as follows:

14 1

(4.4.4)得た∝面薦 in L+r準、司[+(惚 )1'

where AtIs is the mass of dark halo, and Mr6 is the mass of the satellite galaxy. This
expression shows that 16.;" increases witln Msf Al["4. Moreover, since collision timescale
decreases with nurnber of galaxies in a dark halo, but increases with the velocity dispersion
of the dark halo, there will be a peak in the collision rate for a halo size a,bout the mass

of a group , - !0r3 Ato. Furthermore, in our model, adopted quasar life timescale t11" is
much shorter than the dynamical time scale of the dark halo where quasars and galaxies
populate. Therefore, qu&sar activity reflects galax5' merger event directly. Thus, our
model predicts that most quasars populate in groups.

The mean number of quasars per halo, (Nqso(11)), and probability distribution of
the number of galaxies around quasars, P(Alg"llNoss), used in this study can provide
some useful features of the quasar environments. Furthermore, the spatial quasar-galarcy

correlation function is used in order to quantify the galaxy environrnents around a quasar

because this quantity can be observed directly. Therefore, in order to constrain the quasar

formation model more quantitatively, it is also necessary to predict spatial distribution
of galaxies and quasars. We will show the results using the combination of cosmological
N-body simulation and SAItd for formation of galaxy and quasar in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Clustering of Galaxies around
Quasars

5.1 fncorporation with l/-body simulation
In this chapter, we investigate the spatial cross-correlation betu'een quasars and galax-
ies because this quantity can be observed directly. To do this, we must obtain spatial
distributions of quasars a,nd galaxies, especially on small scales (less than a few N4pc).

Therefore, u'e combine our SAI\4 of our galaxy and quasar formation, described in Chapter
2 and Chapter 3, with cosurological N-bod5' simulations. In this study, we use a result of
a cosmological N-body simulation given by Yahagi (2002), in which he adopted a scheme
of adaptive mesh refinement (AI\4R). The sirnulation u'as carried out on the VPP5000
supercomputer installed at the National Astronomical ObservatorS Japan. Our adopted
cosmological model is a ACD\II model with fls - 0.3,10 :0.7,de : 1.0 and h:0.7.
The simulation contains 5123 dark matter particles of mass about I08Mo in a periodic
box of L : 70h-t Mpc. The resolution of this simulation is now the highest among the
cosmological N-body simulations in the world.

There are two approaches to combine SAI\4s with ,A/-body sirnulations. In the first
approach, the merger trees of dark halos are extracted directly from the N-body simula-
tions (e.g. Roukema et al. 1997; Kauffmann et al. 1999; Okamoto & Nagashima 2001a,

Okamoto & Nagashima 2001b). In the second approa,ch, the mass and the spatial co-
ordinates of each dark halo is extracted from the N-bod)' simulation at the redshift of
interest, and the merger tree of each dark halo is generated using the \4onte Carlo method
based on the extended Press-Schechter formalism (e.g. Kauffmann, Nusser, & Steinmetz
1997; Benson et al. 2000). In our study, we adopt the first way. One of the advantages of
the first approach is that this approa,ch circumvents any possible discrepancy between the
extended Press-Schechter predictions and the merging histories in the N-body simulation.

The construction of merger trees from the simulation outputs involves the follorving
steps. First, rve obtain clusters of part,icles at each time step using the friencls-offriends
rnethod (FoF). FoF connects pairs of particles whose separa,tion is smaller than tlie prede-

fined linking length. We adopt tlie linking length that is 0.2 times the mean interparticle
separation. Only clusters containing at least 10 pa,rticles (- 10e/1y'o) are defined as dark
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halos. Next, we search the offspring halo of a dark halo. Not all particles in a dark halo
at some time step may belong to one halo in the next time step. Thus, the offspring of
a dark halo is defined as the halo containing the most of particles in the progenitor halo.
This procedure repeats until the redshift of interest.

Then, we identify the positions of galaxies as follows: We assume that the position of
the central galaxy of a halo is identical with that of its marker particle which is the most
gravitationally bound particle in the dark halo. When several dark halos have merged, the
properties of the central galaxy in the most massive progenitor of the halo are transferred
to the central galaxy of the offspring halo. The central galaxies of less massive progenitors
become satellite galaxies. The marker particles of satellite gala:ries then remain fixed.
Since the mergers of galaxies due to the dynamical friction or the random collision cannot
be followed by this simulation, we use the galaxy merger criteria described in $2.4. After a
merger of galaxies, the marker particle of the lager galaxy becomes the marker particle of
the merged galaxy. I\4ore detailed description of construction of merger trees is in Yahagi
et al. (2003).

The mass functions and merger trees of dark halos derived using the extended Press-
Schechter formalism differ from those found in the simulation, although the difference of
the mass functions is only a factor of a few in the number of halos. In figure 5.1, we show
the mass functi,ons obtained by the simulation and the mass functions of Press-Schechter.
These differences affect galaxy formation histories, especially for faint galaxies. Therefore,
we reset galaxy forrnation model parameters to reproduce local observations. For example,
since the low mass dark halo abundances decrease in the N-body simulation, the strength
of feedback should be deduced. It should be necessary to investigate in more detail about
the effect of the difference of merger trees on the formation of galaxies and quasars as

future work. Moreover, in this study, we 
-also 

change the timescale of star formation for
simplicity as follows,

7i=イ(1+β), (5.1.1)

where B is the efficiency of reheating.
The newly adopted parameters of this SAM+N-body simulation are tabulated in

table 5.1 and 5.2. In figure 5.2 we plot the results of local luminosity functions of galaxies

represented by solid lines. Figure 5.3 shows the ratio of cold gas mass relative to B-band
luminosity of spiral galaxies as a function of their luminosity. Figure 5.4 shows the black
hole mass function in our model at z -- 0. In figure 5.4, we plot the black hole mass

function in our model at z : 0. The resultant luminosity functions of quasars at two
different redshifts are shown in figure 5.5. The model shows a broad agreernent with
observations. Slight difference in the luminosity functions would disappear if we chose

a pa,ra.meter set more carefully, but the conclusions in this chapter do not significantly
cha.nge b)'slightly chapging the parameters.
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Table 5.1: Galaxy Formation trdodel Parameters for SAI4*N-body simulation

yhot(km s-1)αhd ず (Gyr)んette ttul『  R  ν  Υ
1.8    0.5   5/3  0.038  1.5

Table 5.2: Quasar l\,[odel Parameters for SAN4+N-body simulation

Ien eB

0.012  0.0023       1.0
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Figure 5.1: i\4ass functions of dark ha,los in the ACDN4 universe with Q0:0.3, )o:0.3,
h,:0.7, and o6 : 1.0, at (a)z: 0, (b) z: I, (c)z:2, a,nd (d)z:3. The solid lines are

the Press-Schechter mass functions arrd the s1'p[6ls are the mass functions obtained b5,

tlie /f-body simulation of Yahagi (2002).
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(b)K―band(a)B―band
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Ms-5 log[h] Mr-5 log[h]

Figure 5.2: Local luminosity functions in the (a) B-band and (b) K-band. The thick lines
show the results of the model of SAIttI*N-body simulation. The symbols with errorbars
in (a) indicate the observational data from APM (Loveday et al. 1992, f,lled squares) and
2dF (Folkes et al. 1999, open circles). Symbols in (b) indicate the data from Gardner et
al. (1997, open'inuerted triangles), and 2MASS (Cole et al. 2001, fi,lled triangles).
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-

r Salucci et al.(leee) '-F
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10g[MBH/MsuN]

Figure 5.4: Black holes mass function of model a,t z : 0. The solid line indicates the
model result of SA\4+N-body simulation. The slmbols with errorbars a,re the present
black hole mass function obtained by Salucci et al. (1999).
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Figure 5.5: B-band quasar luminosity functions at (a)z - 0.5, and (b)z : 2.0. The
solid lines show the results of SAI4+N-body simulation. The syrnbols shorv results from
the 2dF 10k cata,logue (Croom et a,l. (2001)) reanall'2sd b)' Takeuchi for a cosmology
f)o : 0.3, )o : 0.7, and /z : 0.7.
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CHAPTER 5. CLUSTERING OF GALAXIES AROUND QUASARS

5.2 Quasar-galaxy correlation
Figure 5.6 shows the distributions of quasars and galaxies in our simula,tion volume
(Z0r 7r-r \4pc3) at z: L.24. The dots show the galaxies with AIp * Slog(h) < -19
and the circles show the quasars with A,[s - 5log(h) < -20, where Iy's shows the a.bso-

lute B-band magnitude. The resultant quasar-gald,x1z glotr-"orrelation function €Oc does

not much differ from the galaxy two-point correlation function {66 (the cross-correlation
and the two-point correlation are defined inB.2.2). Figure 5.7 shows {qc and €cc at z :2,
z : I.24 and z : 0.53. The crosses show €oc for quasars with AIB - 5log(h) < -20 and
for galaxies with Mn - Slog(ft) < -19. The open squares show {69 for galaxies with
MB - 5 log(h) < - 19. At each redshift, €qc is about a factor of two larger than (66 on
small scale (about several hundreds kpc). On the other hand, €qc is a similar to {66 on
large scale (more than a few l\4pc). Therefore, these results show that quasars populate in
a similar environment to the galaxies with I,1s - 5log(h) < -19 even in high redshift. In
our model, we assume that the merger of galaxies triggers the quasar activity. Therefore,
as is discussed in the previous chapter, our model predicts that most quasars populate in
groups of galaxies because the galaxy merger rate has maximum in halos corresponding
to groups of galaxies, M - L\r\Mo. The galaxies with A[n - Slog(h) < -19 tend to
populate in the halo with mass about several L\L2Nto (see figure 4.1). Thus, these re-
sults are qualitatively consistent with the conclusion of analysis for the galaxy number
distribution function around quasars in the previous chapter, although the merger trees
extracted from N-body simulations are different from the merger trees generated from
extended Press-Schechter formalism. The selection criteria in magnitude for quasars,

A[n - 5 log(h) < -20, is lower than usual criterion Ms - S log(h) S -21. Tliis is because
our simulation volume is so small that the number of sample quasar was too small if the
latter criterion was adopted. Larger volume simulations are needed for more quantitative
investigation of luminous quasar environment.

Kauffmann & Haehnelt (2002) also combined their SAM with cosmological N-body
simulations and investigated the properties of €ec. However, in their SAM, they assumed
that the quasar is always located at the position of central galaxy in the halo because
they do uot consider the random collision of galaxies. Therefore, €ec becomes large a,t

small scale. In our model, since quasar activity is triggered by galaxy merger due to
both dynamical friction and random collision, quasars do not always locate in the center
of the halo. Thus, our results of €qc on small scale are different from the results of
Kauffmann & Haehnelt (2002). Therefore, comparing the model predictions about (oc
with observational results is a, good test to constrain processes of galaxy merging and
quasar formation scenarios.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusion

We ha,r'e constructed the unified semi-analytic model (SAI\4) for galaxy and quasar forma-
tion based on the hierarchical clustering scenario, and investigate environment of quasars
using this model. First, we have predicted the mean number of quasars in a dark halo
with mass M, (l/qso(A,I)), and the effective bias parameter of quasars b"s,qs6(z) be-
cause they provide the relation between quasars and underlying mass distribution. Next,
we have predicted probability distribution of the number of galaxies around quasars,
P(l/""rlNoso), and quasar-galaxy cross-correlations, €qc("), because they provide the re-
lationship between galaxies and quasars. These quantities reflect the processes of quasar
formation such as the amount of cold gas available for fueling, the galaxy rnerger rate and
the quasar lifetime. Therefore, by comparing these predictions with observations coming
in the future, one will be able to constrain quasar formation models.

Our SAM for the galaxy formation can reproduce not only local observational results
such as luminosity functions and the cold gas mass fraction in spiral galaxies, but also
galaxy number counts and photometric redshift distribution of galaxies in the Hubble
Deep Field (Chapter 2). Based on this galaxy formation model, we introduce a quasar
formation rnodel under the assumption that SMBHs are formed and fueled during major
mergers of galaxies; the fueling process causes quasar activity. This model can reproduce
not only the observed relation of the SMBH mass to spheroid luminosity, but also the
quasar lurninosity functions at different redshifts (Chapter 3). Using this model, we have
investigated environmental characteristics of quasars (Chapter 4, Enoki, Nagashima &
Gouda 2003).

First, we have shown (l/qso(M)) and (Nsd(M)) We found that the dependence of
(l/qso(n/)) on halo mass /\y' is different from the dependence of (Nga(M)). Moreover,
we found that the ratio of (/fqso(/l/)) to (lfgu(M)) varies with redshift and halo rnass.

Tlie mean numbers of quasars and galaxies in a, dark halo provide the relations among
galaxies, quasa,rs and dark halos. However, these quantities are not observable. Their
behavior of them in our model suggests that tlie clustering of galaxies is not the same as

the clustering of quasa.rs. This is beca,use the spatial distributions of galaxies a.nd quasars
are sensitive to the lnea.n numbers of quasa,rs and galaxies in a dark halo, and the mean
number depends on the halo mass in a different way for galaxies and quasars. Therefore,
we have calculated the effective bias parameter of quasars which is observable and rve have
shown tliat its evolution is different from that of galaxies. This reason is as follows. Both
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the mean numbers of galaxies and quasars in a dark halo depend on the cold gas mass

fraction in the halo. In our model, the major merger of ga.laxies leads to quasar activity,
so the number of quasars strongly depends on the merger rate of galaxies. Therefore, the
number of quasars in a dark halo is different from the number of galaxies in a dark halo.

Next, we have shown the galaxy number distribution function around quasars, P(Ngal/foso).
At lower redshifts (0.2 S z S 0.5), most halos that have quasars have at most several
galaxies. This indicates that most quasars reside in groups of galaxies. On the other
hand, at higher redshift (L S z S 2), the number of galaxies in the halo with quasars is
from several to dozens; quasars reside in ranging from small groups of galaxies to clus-
ters of galaxies. These results show that most quasars at higher redshift reside in more
various environments than at lower redshift. This model prediction at lower redshift is
consistent with the observation at z 5 0.4 (e.g. Bahcall & Chokshi 1991; Fisher et al.
1996; Mclure & Dunlop 2001). The results at higher redshift are checkable by statistics
of galaxies around quasars which will be obtained in the future. In our model, we as-

sume that the major merger of galaxies triggers quasar activity. As is described in $2.4,
the galaxy merger rate has maximum in dark halos corresponding to groups of galaxies,
M - 1013 Mo. Therefore, our model predicts that most quasars populate in groups.

Finally, we have analyzed the spatial cross-correlation function between quasars and
galaxies, €ec, and the galaxy two-point correlation function, €cc. To do this, we must
obtain spatial distribution of quasars and galaxies, especially in small scale (less than a few
Mpc). Therefore, we combine our SAM for galaxy and quasar formation with cosmological
l/-body simulation (Chapter 5). Comparison of quasar-galaxy cross correlation function
with galaxy two-point correlation function shows that €ec is a factor - 3 larger than
€cc on small scale (about several hundreds kpc). On the other hand, {ec is a similar to

€cc ot large scale (more than a few Mpc). The above predictions are also resulted from
the fact that quasars tend to populate in groups of galaxies. Although the merger trees
extracted from N-body simulations are slightly different from the merger trees generated
from extended Press-Schechter formalism, this conclusion is consistent with the conclusion
of analysis for the galaxy number distribution function around quasars. It should be
necessary to investigate in detail about the effect of the difference of merger trees on
galaxy and quasar formation as a future work. To do this, we need to quantify the
difference between the merger trees extracted from l/-body sirnulations and the merger
trees obtained from extended Press-Schechter formalism.

Our predictions about the galaxy number distribution and quasar-galaxy cross corre-
Iation at low redshift are consistent with observations. The results of observations coming
in the nea,r future at higli redshift will constrain our quasar formation model. The quasar

bias parameter of our model results rnay be tested by forthcoming data from the 2dF
quasar redshift survey (Croom et al. 2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al.

2000). \4oreover, since the SDSS will provide deep imaging of all of the quasar fields, it
will be possible to study the relationship between quasa,rs and their local environments for
a large number of quasars. Comparing the observa.tional results with our rnodel prediction
about the galaxy number distribution and quasar-galaxy s16r. correlation will enable us

to constrain our qua,sar formation model.
It is still controversial whether the environments of quasars depend on their optical

and radio luminosities. Some authors have claimed that radio-loud quasa,rs were located
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in richer environments than radio-quiet quasars at z 10.6 (e.g. Yee & Green 1984; Yee &
Green 1987; Ellingson, Yee & Green 1991; Hintzen, Romanishin & Vlades 1991). However,
other people obtained different results. For example, Hutchings, Crampton & Johnson
(1995) observed the galaxy environment of radio-loud quasars and radio'quiet quasars and
concluded that there is no significant difference in the richness. Recent studies support
this conclusion (e.g. Wold et al. 2001). The discrepancies between different studies ma5r !s
caused partly by too small quasar samples and by differences in sample selection of quasars
and galaxies. This situation will soon improve with the availabilit5' of a new generation of
very large quasar surveys such as the 2dF quasar redshift survey and the SDSS. Although
rve do not deal with radio properties of quasars in this thesis, our investigation about
quasar environments will also provide a clue for understanding the radio characteristics
of quasars from their environments.

In tliis thesis, we fix the parameters in the rnodel of galaxy formation, when we incor-
porated a quasar formation model and investigated properties of quasars. The parameters
a,re determined by comparison with some observational results. However, since various
physical processes are intricately involved in galaxy formation, there may be some pa-
rameters which can reproduce the observational results. Therefore, the parameters in the
model rnay be changed by comparing with other new observational results which will be
obtained in the future. Moreover, the model of galaxy formation will be improved as
the understanding of each physical process in galaxy formation makes a progress. In our
quasar model, the resultant properties of quasax depend on some properties of galaxy
formation such as the amount of cold gas and the galaxy merger rate. Thus, change of
the galaxy formation model may also lead to the change of the quasar formation model.
Comparing with observational results which will be obtained in the future, and improv-
ing models of each physical process , we will be able to understand galaxy and quasar
formation step by step. Our study would be a milestone for understanding problems of
galaxy and quasar formation.
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Appendix A

Background Cosmology

A.1 Homogeneous and isotropic universe

Our Universe is observed to be homogeneous and isotropic on scales much larger than
about 100 lr,{pc. Therefore, in modern cosmology, it is widely accepted that the funda-
mental assumption is the global homogeneity and isotropy of our Universe. This idea
is called Cosmolog'ical Principle. The spatially homogeneous and isotropic universe is
described bv a metric of the Robertson-Walker metric:

αs2 = _c2αι2_十 α
(ι)2[「f写告万

+r2(αθ2_十 Sin2 θdφ2)|,
(A.1.1)

where c is the speed of light, o(t) is the scale factor, and 1( is the spatial curvature con-
stant. The behavior of scale factor o(t) is determined by the Einstein equation. Because
of the homogeneity and isotropy, the energy-momentum tensor Tu, has the same form as

perfect fluid:
?# : diag(-p3,p,p,p), (A.1.2)

where pc2 is the energy density andTt is pressure. The Einstein equation reduces following
equations:

(e\' :
\a/

i"' :
where A is the cosmological constant
equations are Friedmann equations.

響竺―写+ギ ,

-3(:)(ρ♂十P),

and dots denote the tillle derivative,

(A.1.3)

(A.1.4)

d/洗・These

If a.n equation of state is p: wpc2, equation (A.1.4) becones p x o,-3(1+w1 For
relativistic matter (w:Il3) and non-relativistic matter (tu:0), we have

p : poa-a: po(L+ z)a :relativistic ma,tter, (A.1.5)

p : poa-s : ps(L+ z)3 : non-relativistic matter. (A.1.6)

Here z : ao/a - 1is cosmological redsliift, and as is the present scale factor and we

normalize oo : 1r.

lThloughout a.lrpendixes, a sclipts 0 denotes the present value, z = 0
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Next,we deine cosmological parameters as fo1lows:

50

Here p" : 3H2l8rG is called the critical density of the universe. The present critical
density ir p",o : 3H&l8nG : 1.9 x l0-2eh2gcm-3 where h is the dimensionless Hubble
constant in units of 100 km s-l Mp"-t. Note that normalized cosmological constant ) is
no longer a constant but varies with time. Using these cosmological parameters, equation
(A.1.3) can rewritten as

ct(t) + )(t) - k(t) :1. (A.1.11)

In this thesis, collisionless and non-relativistic dominated Universe is focused on. In this
universe, cosmological parameters at z are described as follows:

″ ≡ 1 :Hubble parameter,
α

Ω≡f重1)  8π
θρ

ρcltl=3″ 2:denSity parameter

Kc2
た≡―

α2ff2 :CurVature pararneter,

λ≡纂 :n∝m油麓d∞smdoj酬 ∞“協就.

Ωレ)=写摯手手
=ΩO(1+が

1:,

<a=轟算
=tOll十 の

21:

λO=轟手,

=λO子・

(A.1.7)

(A.1.8)

(A.1.9)

(A.1.10)

(A.1.12)

(A.1.13)

(A.1.14)

From equation (A.1.11)-(A 1 14), one obtains the dynamical equation of the unlverse:

露=碧 +

= {Ω o(1

1-ΩO一 人。
+λ0

α
2

+ z)3 + (1 - Clo - )o)(1 + z)2 + )s\, (A.1.15)

and the evolution of the densit5, pa,rameter:

Ωo(1+Z)3
Ω(Z)=

fro(1 +z)3+(1 -Oo-.\o)(1+ z)2+)s (A.1.16)
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A.2 Solutions of Fliedmann equation
\[/e show the exact solutions in some representative cases in following three cosmological
models.

(i) Einstein-de Sitter Universe : O6 : 1, ko - lo : 0

From (A.1.3), we have

o: (!ror\'" (A.2.1)
\Z/

From (A.1.15), the Hubble parameter is given by

H2

4: (L + z)", (A.2.2)

and from (4'.1.16), the density parameter is given by

Q(z): f)o:l. (A.2.3)
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(ii)Open universe:Ω 。<1,入。=0,た。=ΩO-1<0
1n this case,note that-6・ 2κ

=α %げ2(1_Ω )=α8Ц『(1-Ω O)・ ■Om(A.1.3),we
obtain the parametric solution of α and t as follows:

α =凸 lCOShη ―以    団

島t=讚 鰤血η切 ・  団

From(A.1.15),the Hubble parameter is given by

空生 =ΩO(1+z)3+(1-Ω O)(1+Z)2

=(1+Ω OZ)(1+Z)2)          (A.2.6)

and iom(A.1.16),the density parameter is given by

明 =   =W・ 囲

Nat,vre de五碇 the rdttion between t and z.■ om(A.2.4),wc obtain

COSh 77 = 2X+1,             (A.2.8)
sinh η = 2X1/2(1+X)1/2,         (A.2.9)
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Here, we define the variable X as

| / 1 \ 1x=6-1- (r-," -') ,,*, (A'2'10)

Then, we obtain
rt:2lnlxrtz + (1 + x)t/'f (A.2.11)

From these equations and (A.2.5), the relation between f and z is given by

Hst- flo !yr/z(1 ty1t/z+hfxrlz+(1+ X)'/r]], @.2.12)1-flot'^ \^ '

(iii) Spatially Flat Universe : ks:0, Oo ( 1, f)6 * )s : 1

From (A.1.3), we obtain

α=←晏可)1/3shh2/3(:71_Ω OJfOι
)。
   (A。 2.13)

From (A.1.15), the Hubble parameter is given by

# :oo(1 + 43 +)o : oo(1 + z)3 +1 - cto (A.2.r4)
n5

and from (A.1.16), the density parameter is given by

fro(i + z)3 Qs(1 + z\31z):66ffi:ffi' (4'2'15)

From (A.2.13), the relation between t and z is given by

).
Hst: ffitnlxt/z + (r + x'/')). (A.2.16)

Here, we define the variable X as

1 / 1 .\ 1x = ne) - 1- (f; - r) 04, (A2rT)

and we use sinh-r r :ln(r + \ffi1).
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Appendix B

Inhomogeneous Universe

In this section, we summarize the gravitational evolution of density fluctuations after
non-relativistic rnatter dominates in the universe. Since, the fluctuation scale which u'e
interested in is much smaller than the horizon scale of the universe, Nervtonian gravity is
a good approximation.

El.l Linear perturbation theory
The proper separation of trvo points varies with time as

r : a(t)x, (B.1.1)

where r is the physical coordinate and x is expanding coordinate comoving with ba.ck-

ground universe. This yields the relations for velocity as follows:

i : ax * ai<: i/r * v(x, t), (B.1.2)

where the first term on the right hand side is the global uniform expansion and the second
term is the peculiar velocity. For non-relativistic ideal fluid, the evolution equations of
density fluctuation are continuity equation, Euler equation of motion and Poisson equation
of gravitational field (e.g. Peebles 1980) are describe as follorvs:

霧+:▽・Kl+δ)司 =0,

解十〃V十 :lV・
▽ン=―務一

:▽
φ,

▽2φ
 = 4πぁα2δ

.

(B,1.3)

(B.1.4)

(B。 1.5)

where V is the derivative with respect to x, and p and / a,re respectively the perturbed
pressure and gravitational potential. The density contrast d and its Fourier decomposition
are defined b5'

d(x, t) : ρ(X,ι)一 ρb(ι )

(B.1.6)

(B.1.7)

ρbO)

=壽
/凝 ltl exズ薇ザk
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where p6(t) is the mean density of background universe, which simply by p in the previous
section. p(x,t) means the local density at x and t.

If the perturbed quantities are small enough, above equations are linearized. Taking
the Fourier decomposition of density contrast, the evolution of density contrast is describe
as:

(B.1.8)

where ",: 1fffi is the sound speed, and k: lkl. In the equation (B.1.S), the first
term on the right hand side denotes the destabilizing effect ofgravity and the second term
denotes the stabilizing effect of gas pressure. On small scales (corresponding to large k),
pressure dominates and density contrast does not grow and oscillate. On the other hand,
on the large scales (corresponding to small k),, gravity dominates and density contrast
grow monotonically. The border between these two regimes is presented by the Jeans
wave number defined bv

イ≡
4trGp6a2

豪

ヽ

―

―

プ

″
７

一
ρＧπ４

／

ｒ

ｉ

‐

ヽ

〓
・４〃２

＋ぬ̈

α
(B.1.9)

(B・ 1・ 10)

(B・ 1・ 11)

(B.1.12)

For ft ( fr.1, the solution of equation (B.1.8) can be written as

δk(ι)=ス (k)D十 (ι)十 β(k)D_(ι ).

The growing mode Da and decaying mode D- are given in term of scale factor by

D十 ∝ 〃 (α)/α ttα
乙

D_ oc ″ (α )

where fI(a) is the Hubble parameter at z : lla - L. We consider only the growing
mode and neglect decaying mode. The expressions for this growing mode D(l) for three
cosmological models mentioned in A.2 are:

(i) Einstein-de Sitter universe : f)s:1, ko: )o:0

D(ι)=α(t)D(to)

(ii)Open uniКrse:Ω。<1,た0>0,λ。=0

(B.1.13)

D(ι)Ⅸ
3sinlr4 (sinhn-q)

(B.1.14)(coshrT - 1)2

(iii) Flat rnodel witli positi'r,e A : Oo * )o : 1, ko : 0

D(ι)CX

-2

where Xお deined b3/X≡ (Ω」
1-1):α

(ι )・

(B.1.15)
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For spatially flat universe, the approximative expression is known as follows (Carroll,
Press & Turner 1992):

即=0器烈り
where g(Ω )iS a growth suppression factor g市en by

(B.1.16)

(B.1.17)

(B.1.18)

(B.2.1)

(B.2.2)

and Q is

g幹 )≡
:Ω I先

+響Ω一善+Ω
l‐
・

Ω=

8.2 Statistics of density fluctuation

8.2.L Power spectrum
In this subsection, we describe statistics of density fluctuations. Let us Fourier expand
d(x, t) as

∝ヽう=涛ノ&OⅨズ薇ザL

と0=/嗽→Ⅸズ→LザL

and de■ ne the power spectrum P(k,t)aS

P(k,ι)=(|ぬ (ι )12). (B.2.3)

From the isotropy and hornogeneity of the universe, power spectrum does not depend a
preferred direction: P(k) : P(k). It is generally assumed that the primordial density
field is random Gaussian. The Gaussian density field is completely characterized by its
power spectrum, P(k). For lack of any better assumptions, it is usually assumed that the
primordial power spectrum of mass density fluctuation was a simple power-law

鳥(た)∝ ん町 (B.2.4)

where n1 is the initial spectral index. The growth of density fluctuations is a,ffected several
physi"rl processes and the power spectrum is altered from its primordial spectral shape.

The processed power spectrum is then given by

P(た)=鳥 (た)T2(ん ), (B.2.5)

vvhere 
"(k) 

is a transfer function rvhich represents the changes in the primordial spectral
shape.
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Next, rve define a density fluctuations that is averaged over a, volume V containing
mass Iy' - paV as

where l4/y(r) is window function andW7,1(k) is the Fourier components of l4/t,r(r). One
example of the window function is a top-hat form:

δいイ,Lの =んδけ,の 14/Af(区―ylン3y

=券 /40島fO Ⅸ山口♂L

為0=島伸く硼一たR∞《めL

where R≡ (3」ば/4πみ)1/3 is the iltering length.Then,the variance
density nuctuation over the mass scale■ イat t is given by

σ2(M,t)≡  (lδ (M,X,t)12)

涛 /Pl礼硫0♂k

(B.2.6)

(B.2.7)

(B.2.8)

of the smoOthed

(B.2.9)

Ｒ

Ｒ

＜

＞

ｒ
　
ｒ

Ｒπ４
／

／
３

０

ｒ

ｉ

く

ｌ

ヽ

〓γ臨

In this thesis, we adopt the power spectrum of mass density fluctuation in the CD\4
universe and assume fi,i:1. The power spectrum in the CDM universe is well described
by fitting formula of Bardeen et al. (1986):

P(ん)=スんT2(ん ), (B.2.10)

(B.2.11)

is the shape

(B.2.12)

T(た)= タ ト十&"g+oαり2+“曖Юの3+c■ 0司
‐μh(1

2.34g

where A is the proportional constant and q : kl(lh Mp"-t). Here,
pa,ra,meter given by Sugiyama (1995)

r: 0o/zu*p l-oo (t + t/zn ott)] ,

where f)6 is bar5'onic density parameter. Effects of baryon density on the CDI\4 tra,nsfer
functions have been included by this sha.pe parameter. In this study, the amplitude of
power spectrum, the proportional constant A in (B.2.10), is fixed by the present variance
of the smoothed density fluctuation over the scale R : Sh-r\{pc:

σ8≡ σ(R=8ん
~1ヽ

4Pc,ι。)・ (B.2.13)

，

　

Ｆ
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8.2.2 Two-point correlation function
The two-point correlation function is defined as the joint ensemble average of the density
fluctuation at two different points,

ξ(r)≡ (δ (X)δ (X+r)), (B.2.14)

which depends only on 
" 
: lrl due to the isotrop5' and homogeneity of the universe. The

two-point correlation function is the Fourier transform of tlie power spectrum as follows

57

The physical interpretation of ((r) is that it measures the excess probability for finding
two particles at volume element dV1 and dV2 that are separated by distance r : ln, - rzl,

dP12(r)=勇2[1+ξ
(r】αyldy2 (B.2.16)

where D is the mean density. Since the probability of finding a particle in dV rs ndV1,
the conditional probability that there is a particle at dV2 given that there is one at dV is

αP(211)=見 [1+ξ (r)]αち. (B.2.17)

A related quantity is the cross-correlation function. Here, one considers two different
classes of objects (,4 and B, say), and the cross-correlation function €ea(r) is defined as

the probability for finding for a object A at volume element dV1 and a object B at dVz

that are separated by dista,nce r,

dPs(r) : ntnnlL + {16(r)ldV1dV2, (B.2.iS)

where nn and n6 are the mean densities of objects A and B, respectively.

E}.3 Spherical collapse model

El.3.1 Evolution of spherical overdense region

As density contrast grows and becomes nearly unity, the linear perturbation theory de-

scribed in $B.1 fails. It is reasonable to expect that overdense regions will break away
from background expansion, collapse and form gravitationally bound objects like galaxies

or clusters of galaxies. Generally, it is very difficult to fully trace non-liner evolution an-
al5ti6ally. However, for the case of spherically symmetric pcrturbations, one ca,n obtain
exact solutions (Tomita 1969; Gunn & Gott 1972).

Suppose the motion of spherical mass shell with radius r. MIe a,ssume the shell crossing
does not occur) the equation of rnotion for the mass shell is then

0=涛 /P10釧晨Jかk

…   (フ Aグ

'｀

=~可 ア
'

(B.2.15)

(B.3.1)
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where AI: A[(< r) is the mass enclosed rvithin the radius r. Integrating this equations
gives

58

(B.3.2)

where E is a constant of integration. In the case of. E < 0, the mass shell collapses and a

parametric form solution of equation (8.3.2) is given by

:12_等
=E,

r=1年←一∞Sの
,

t=影
“
―dnの ,

脚 fltti謂髪e鷲鳳躍F:よ肌ЪF O就
ι=

where t": GM f 6C3/2. In this case, the mean density within the mass shell, p(t), is given

by

p(t) = #l'. * (t)'''l (B 3 z)

In an Einstein-de Sitter universe, the mean density varies as p6(t) :11(6nGt2), therefore,
density contrast is described by

r = 
巧て「 (1)11-嘉 (1)2/3ト

ι = ιc θ
3(1__発

),

砒 →〒
扮

△c ≡ ―ρ宙r

ρcOvL)

満 嘔
= _  ρvI   Ω(Z宙 r)

ρc,o(1+Zvtt Ω0

(B.3.3)

(B.3.4)

0.At an early epoch(θ ≪ 1),

(B.3.5)

(B.3.6)

(B.3.8)

where D(t) is the linear growth factor in $B.1.
Equations (B.3.3) and (B.3.4) imply that the mass shell will reach a maximum radius

r,,,",. at 0 : T, then contract and finally collapse to a point at 0 : 2n. In reality, shell

crossing will occur and reach virial equilibrium by a process known as violent relaxation.
The time at which the system reaches the equilibrium, t.,rir, is assumed to be at 0:2r.
The radius of the virialized objects is obtained by the virial theorem:

rmax  θν
Ъir=T戸 =¬

ア '

and the lnean density of the objects,ρ 宙r,iS given by

3θ
3

ρVir=4π
θ3ν 2・

(B.3.9)

(B.3.10)

The ratio of p.,,i, to the critical density of the universe p"(t"i,) at this epoch is defined by

Ｄ∝

βヽ

１

′
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一
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／

１

１

＼
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一
２０〓

(B.3.11)



where 2.'01,. is the redshift corresponding to tu;r. For convenience, the linear density contrast
extrapolated to this epoch, d. : d16(t.,,1), is considered. If the density contrast of a region
predicted by linear theory reaches this value, d", the region is thought to have collapsed
at that time. For some specific cosmologies, A" and d" are obtained in the follorving.

(i) Einstein-de Sitter universe : O6 : 1, ks : )o : 0

A" : 18r2-I78

5" : 3(17!)2/3: 1.69 (8.3.12)
20

(ii) Open universe : f)6 ( 1, ke ) 0, .\s : Q

a" : 4n2 {t(tui),(:ThE ):=
- -\-v'l 

(sinh 4q, - tluir)2

5. : 31-3sin\q"i,-(sinhrti,- q"i.) _ rl f, . (_:_ * )"tl1u.r.rr12 t (cosh 4.,,;. - 1)2 -j L^ \slnn Tvir - rlvir / I
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(iii)Flat model with positive A:ΩO十 人0=1,ん。=0

△c=q場0(蹄)3等

…
早 い Omttbga場劫   o3り

where υv缶 ≡1/Ω
(ι v・ )-1,and χ≡λ。

=『

rlax/(Gν ).

Equation(B.3.13)is der市 ed by Lacey&Cole(1993),and equation(B.3.14)is deriVed by

Nakamura&Suto(1997).In practice,we use ntting formula of Bryan&Norman(1998)
for virial density:

△c=18π 2+60″ -32■2 for λO=0
△c=18π 2+82″ -39″2 forた0=0     (B.3.15)

where″ =Ω (tv・)-1.ThiS fOrmula is accurate to l%in the range O.lSΩ ヽ 1.

B.3。 2  Properties of virialized object

Consider the virialized object with mass Aイ formed at z宙r.The virial radius of the object

ls deined as

島r≡ (蒜/
=(栽

)申
,  OH0
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where A.',i. r pui,f p",s: (1 + z,i,)3A,"Qsfft(r"o). The circular velocity of the object
defined as

Ｏ
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，
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略rc≡ (畔)V2

=鳥静←墾デコ)1/2

=島r比 (午)V2

= 70.7 (π
Fl:::τ )△

:夕  kn.s-1.

Usingス.c,the mass Ofthe宙rialized object,M,is written as

iイ = √Rc(z所
;:T)~1/2

= 3.26× 106(lknl s-1)3 △二:/2ん
_1 .4。

,

and the viri〔凱ra,dius,rvir,is written as

R奇 =業
= 4.35× 105(15:キ

[石5) (部)~2 
、〔pc.

The dynamical time Of the virialized Object,■ yn≡ 沢写./41c,iS giVen by

(B.3.17)

(B.3.18)

(B.3.19)

(B.3.20)

Jf。7dyn = 
峠

=  (午
)~1/2



Appendix C

Extended Press-Schechter Formalism

Press & Schechter (L97Q derived the number density of dark halos as a function of their
mass (mass function). Although this mass function shows reasonably good agreements
with rnass function from lf-body simulation, the original derivation provided by Press &
Schechter (1974) is very heuristic and has many theoretical uncertainties (e.g. Monaco
1998). Borver (1991), Bond et al. (1991) and Lacey & Cole (1993) developed an alternative
derivation of Press & Schechter (L97Q mass function and extended the formalism in order
to make calculations of merger tree. This approa,ch is based on the spherical collapse
model which is described in B.3 and the assumptions that the initial density field is
random Gaussian and that variance of density fluctuations smoothed over the mass scale
M , o2 (M), is monotonically decreasing function of ArI .

C.l Mass function of dark halos

Consider an initial density field d(x, M) af some point x that is smoothed on mass scale At[

and is extrapolated to the present epoch f6 using linear perturbation theory. As /11 -+ 0,

o'(M): (ld'l) --+ 0 and so d(x, M) approach zero. Here, o(Ai[) is the rms linear density
fluctuation on the scale M extrapolated to the present epoch te. As the smoothing scale
ll4 is decreased from infinity (or increas es o (AtI) from 0) , 6 (x, ArI) begins to wander away
from zero and perform trajectory on o2 - 5 plane. The trajectory followed by d(x, ItrI) as

o(M) increases is determined by the dr. values. For the most choice of window function,
the smoothed density field contains correlations between various scales of. M. However,
if one use the sharp-k-space filtering, a simple analytic description can be obtained. This
sharp-k-space filtering window function is defined as

(c.1.1)

wlrere kr(I,{) is the cut off wave number corresponding to a rnass scale 1'\y'. In this case,

since the various Fourier modes are uncorrelated as we assume Gaussian random field, the
increment to d(x, /14) when one increases o2(A[) is totally uncorrela,ted with previous step.
The srnoothed field 5(x,Att) executes a, ra,ndom walk as the smoothing scale is changed,
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Therefore,the trajectory of δ(x,Aイ)iS deSCribed by the difusion equation:

1∂
20

(C.1.2)
2∂δ2

where Q(o',d)dd is the probability of a point in the universe having density contrast in
the range d to d * d5 at o2.

As described in $B.3, when the density contrast of a region predicted by linear theory
\u".(t) x D(t) reaches d" at time t, the region is thought to have collapsed and virialized
at that tirne. The linear density contrast of this region extrapolated to the present is

62

∂0
∂σ2

(C.1.3)

Now suppose that at some o'(M) a trajectory of d(x,Ay') exceeds a critical value d"(t) for
the first time. In this case, we consider that the point x is part of an collapsed object of
mass ly' at time t. Note that the point x does not belong to any lager mass than /ly' since
5(x, M) has not exceeded 6"(t) at any lager mass than M,

To calculate the fraction of trajectories of d that upcross the threshold d"(t) first is

identical to solving equation (C.1.2) with boundary condition that exists an absorbing
barrier at d : d"(t). The solution is given by Chandrasekhar (1943) as follows

ば→=亀器・

οHaぬ01=て幾戸{expl―募)一
∝pトメ |}・

(C.1.4)

Then the probability that a trttectOry exceeds亀
(ι )■rSt at σ2～ σ2+ぁ2,P[σ2,δ

c(t)lασ2,

is calculated as

PレL亀側=―み湾
のο

"Lδ

,ao口δ
=―陽器]=
=湯淵お∝pトダ務]・

(C.1.5)

This expression indicates the fraction of mass associated with collapsed object with mass

corresponding to "'(M) at time t. Thus, the comoving number density of collapsed
objects with mass AI - AI + dN/t at time t is described as

n(A\;t)d.M : #rlo', o.(r)llffilo*
12 po d"(t) | do(A[) | _-_ | t 52"(t) 1,^,:''l;frffi\=#l*oL-2ffi1a*' (c16)

where p6 is the present mean density of the universe. This is well-known expression for
Press-Schechter mass function.

In figure C.1, we plot the Press-Schechter ma^ss functions in the ACDI\4 universe with
flo : 0.3, )6 : 0.3, h : 0.7, and o6 : 1.0. The number density of virialized objects
decreases with time at small masses, while it increases at large rlasses.
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Figure C.1: The Press-Schechter mass functions in the ACDM universe with fr' : 0.3,
)o:0.3, h:0.7, and os: 1.0, a,t z:0 (solid), z: L (short-dashed), z: 2 (dot-dot-
dashed), z:3 (dashed), and z:4 (dot-dashed).

C.2 Progenitor halo mass distributions
Tlie above derivation of mass function is readily extended to formulate the conditional
probability that represents the fra.ction of mass in lialos with mass Att2 at time f2 that
have merged to form halo with mass .ll{ at time tL (A[2 l Mr,tz <tr).This is the same
problem as before. In this case, the starting point of trajectories of 6(x, M) moves from
the origin to the point at (o(A,11),t1) on o2 - 6 plane. This probability can be obtain by
simply replacing o2(A[) with o2(M2) - o'(Mt) and d"(t) with d"(t2) - 5"(t) in equation
(c.1.5):

P(Mr,t2lA[r,t)d"A[2: [] - 0"t I do?' t | 

-(6"2 
- 6"r)2f 

an,r^- t/2n(";-@lA6l"pL-ffild^r2 (c'2'1)

where oi: o(ll[1) and d"r = 5"(t1). Equation (C.2.1) yields the comoving number density
of halos in the mass range At[z - A[z + dllrl2 at time t2 which are the progenitors of a ha]o
with rnass M1 at time fr as follows,

《A4,ι 214,ちンち=携鳥(ち ,場い4,ちロスろ.

This expressbnお deri1/ed by Lacey&Cole(1993).

(C.2.2)

Ce3 Halo bias lllllodel

The clustering of da,rk halos is signincantly ditterent froln that of the underlying dttk

lllatter. The ra`tio Of the density luctuation of dark halos to that of the underlying dark
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matter is called halo bias. In this subsection, we revie'uv a simple rnodel for halo bias,

applying the mass distribution of progenitor halos described in the previous subsection.

Suppose we divide space up into cells of comoving volume 7. The different cells may
contain different amounts of mass I4r, which means they have different densities: MtfV :
po(l + d). Let N(I[2,trlMr,tr,V)dI/12 denote the average number of. A[z - Mz + dA[2

halos which collapsed atr t2, and are in cell size V which contains mass ly'1 at t1 (M2 I A\,
tz < tt). The overdensity of dark halos in such cell is

ぬ(Aち t21A4,ιl,y)=
Ⅳ(比 ,t21Arl,tl,7) -1.       (C.3.1)

η(1/f2,ι 2)1/

Since a dark halo is a region which was sufficiently overdense that it collapsed, the
number of halos within I/ equals the initial size of I/ times the number density of regions
within it. The initial comoving size of I/ was Mtlpo : 7(1 + d). Thus, we obtain
N(A42,t2lA/h,h,V) : n(Mz,t2lAt[1,t)VG * d), where n(Ar[2,t2llth,t1) is the comoving
number density of progenitor halos derived in the previous subsection. The equation
(C.3.1) becomes simple expression when Mt 2 IttI2 (so that o(A[1) <. o(ArI2)) and ld"1l <<

\cz as follows (Mo & White 1996):

6s(Mr,t2lAi[1,h,V) N b11(A/12,t2) 5

where bs(M,t) is the bias parameter of halo with ma,ss M at t as follows:

(C.3.2)

(C.3.3)

Jing (1998) extended the compa,rison to higher resolution simulations and found that
(C.3.3) underpredicts the bias of small halos with A,I lA[. ( I where Atl* is the character-
istic mass defined by o(ArI.): d"(t). He obtained more a,ccurate fitting formula with the
slightly modified prescription:

bH(^r,r):h ++ 149-tl\ loa(^r) 1(006-002n"n)

r d" to-\6-t]lLffi*tl (c34)

where n"6 is the effective spectral index of the power spectrum, dlnP(k)ldlnk, at the
wavenumber defined by the Lagrangian radius of the dark matter halo, k:2trlrt and

11 : (3tr[l4npo)'/t. This formula is good approximation for M Z 10-3Ltt.. Note that
bn(M,t) is the increasing function with /ly' and the decreasing function with t. In figure
C.1, we plot the halo bias, bs(A[,2), given by Jing (1998) in the ACDN4 universe with
f)o:0.3, )o:0.3, h':0.7, a'nd o6: 1.0. In this case, Al[* - I\raAto

は→=咤脇 刊・
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